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ABSTRACT

Experience in the field of quiet aircraft for reconnaissance/surveillance applica-
tions indicated a need for a reliable quiet propeller design procedure. This report
describes the development of a computerized design technique intended to fulfill this
need.

The propeller noise detectability computer program, developed under this contract,
predicts propeller harmonic rotational noise using unsteady blade loads and broad-band
noise using a new integration method and compares these predictions with an appro-
priate aural detectability criterion to estimate the minimum undetectable flight altitude.
Supporting tasks include development of aural detectability criteria, a theoretical study
of the effect of airfoil section shape on vortex noise, static noise tests of several pro-
peller configurations, correlation of unsteady blade loads corresponding to measured
harmonic noise levels, design and testing of a new quiet propeller, and a propeller
noise detectability trend study.

The major conclusions are: (1) static propeller noise levels can be calculated
with acceptable accuracy by the computer program only when empirically-derived
unsteady blade loads are included, (2) low tip-speed propellers have an unexplained
noise source giving rise to narrow-band random noise, and (3) the prediction of the
noise from a propeller in flight using this computer program requires further
investigation.

The effect of forward flight on propeller noise and the sources of propeller noise
observed in this study should be investigated further. If necessary, the computer pro-
grain should be modified to establish correlation with flight data.
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k m Bf /a

length of cylinder
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log common logarithm to base 1 0

M flight Mach number

M. A. F. minimum audible field

M. A. P. minimum audible pressure
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n propeller rpm

p sound pressure

Q propeller torque

R Reynolds number

r radius from propeller axis

S VX 2 + (,-M 2 )(Y2 -2Yr cosO.r 2)

Sh propeller blade area, B f tip bdr
hub

SPL sound pressure level, dB re 0. 0002 microbar

St Strouhal number

so+ (IM 2 ) y2

T propeller thrust

t time

V velocity

Vt itip velocity

\ 7 rotation velocity at 0. 7 propeller radius

W sound power

X distance to observer from propeller plane at time sound heard,
i)osit.vc if observer ahead of propeller

(Idistance to observer from prope!1er plane at time sound produced

Y ldistance to observer from propeller axis

blade angle of attack at 0. 7 radius
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blade angle

0 blade angle relative to propeller plane

0.75 blade angle at 0. 75 propeller radius

x, order of harmonic loading forces

iT pi, 3.14159...

p maes density of air

o (MX+S)/(1-M 2 )

00 (MX+S 0)/(1-M2 )

0 circumferential angle about propeller axis, 0 in plane of observer

azimuth angle between vector from propeller center to field point and
propeller axis, 0 in forward axis, 900 in propeller plane

propeller angular veloci.ty, nvr/30, radians/sec.

circular frequency, radians/sec.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Considerable interest has developed recently in quiet propellers for reconnais-
sance and surveillance aircraft. These propellers are operated at low tip speeds in
order to avoid aural detection at relatively low flight altitudes. Recent USAF exper-
ience in the field of quiet aircraft has indicated the need for a computerized propeller
design technique to calculate propeller performance and noise and to compare the
noise to aural detectability criteria. The objective of the study summarized in this
report was the development of such a technique. This propeller design technique is
in two parts: a proprietary propeller performance computer program previously
made available by Hamilton Standard for AF Aero Propulsion Laboratory use and a
new propeller noise detectability program written under this contract.

Over the past several years, Hamilton Standard has developed a propeller noise
computer program which has been supplied to the AFAPL. However, this program
is directed primarily towards commercial applications that require predictions of
propeller noise annoyance rather than aural detectability. Several parts of this com-
puter program served as bases for the development of the new propeller noise de-
tectability program. The new program predicts propeller rotational noise and broad-
band noise for a specified operating condition and compares these predictions with the
appropriate aural detectability criterion to determine the minimum undetectable
flight altitude. The rotational noise prediction method is derived from an existing
Hamilton Standard method with the calculation of noise due to non-steady blade loads
added. A second major objective was to develop a new broad-band noise prediction
method in order to be able to evaluate the effects of blade geometry changes on the
I road-band noise produced.

In support of the computer program development the following tasks were

a. Development of aural detectability criteria for tone and broad-band noise
for two jungle background noise environments.

b. A theoretical investigation of the effects of airfoil section shape on vortex
noise.

C. Measurement and analysis of harmonic and broad-band noise data from
tests on an outdoor static test rig of four low-tip-speed, 11.25-ft diameter,
propeller configurations.



d. Correlation of measured and predicted harmonic noise levels. The lack of
correlation obtained led to the selection of non-steady blade loads for use in
the computer program which significantly improved correlation.

e. Correlation of measured broad-band noise levels with predicted broad-band
noise levels by empirical adjustment of the coefficients in the theory.

f. Design and test of a propeller with new blades which was predicted, and
measured, to produce over 3 dB less broad-band noise.

g. Performance of a detectability trend study using the developed computer
program.

The major results of this program were 1) the development of a computer pro-
granm that links detectability and propeller design parameters and 2) the development
of a detailed understanding of the noise signature of low-tip-speed propellers at
static conditions. Analysis of data acquired on four different propeller configurations
in this program revealed the presence of a source producing narrow-band random
noise with peaks at frequencies coinciding with the harmonics of blade passage
frequency. This type of noise, which is not predicted by existing propeller noise
theories, will be the controlling factor in aural detection if it persists in forward
flight.

2
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SECTION II

AURAL DETECTABILITY

1. INTRODUCTION

The aural detection of an aircraft by an observer depends upon several factors
including: a) the amplitude and frequency characteristics of the noise generated by
the aircraft, b) the effects of the atmosphere on the noise propagation, c) the distance
from the aircraft to the observer, d) the influence on the noise of the terrain in the
vicinity of the observer, e) the ambient background noise characteristics in the
vicinity of the observer, and f) the physiological and psychological characteristics
of the observer.

Items a) through d) deal with the definition of the noise source and the propaga-
tion of the noise to the observer. These will be discussed in subsequent sections of
this report. In this section, consideration will be given to items e) and f) above with

simplifying assumptions to remain within the scope of the program. Thus, factors
such as the variable attention span and fatigue of the observer, the increased difficultyin detecting a fluctuating signal in a non-steady noise environment as opposed toa

steady signal of known character in the presence of noise of constant level, and the
influence in the observer's decision of the consequences he would face in the case of
a false alarm or failure to report a detection were not considered. Rather, the
detection criteria developed are based on laboratory test data on the threshold of
hearing and the critical bandwidth concept to determine the masking effects of a steady
ambient noise. This method is considered somewhat conservative since it represents
the detection of a signal under ideal conditions.

R2. IEVIEW OF BASIC APPROACHES

Thlei' reports on the detection of acoustic signals, with and without the presence
of noise. presented in the Bibliography were reviewed.

Essentially, three procedures for determining the aural detection of a signal were
found in the literature. The three procedures were identical at low frequencies.
where it was agreed that signal detection is uniquely dependent on the auditory
threshold. However, at the mid and high frequencies. where it is assumed that the
ambient noise exceeds the hearing threshold, the criterion for detection depends on
the ear's ability to identify the signal in a masking noise. The three procedures for
determining the detection of an acoustic signal in noise are a) the differential level
change method, 1) the signal-to-noise ratio criterion and c) the masking noise level
concept based on the critical bandwidth of the ear. The first procedure predicts

3



detection when a differential level change of 0.5 dB occurs- i.e., when the signal-
plus-noise exceeds the noise alone by 0.5 dB or more. The second procedure deter-,
mines detection at some probability level depending on the signal-to-noise ratio.
The third approach predicts detection when the signal exceeds a certain level which
is a function of th3 level of the noise and th critical bandwidth of the ear.

The third approach is considered the most consistent with the scope of this
program. It was, therefore, selected as the procedure to be used for this study. Thus,
the aural detection criteria presented herein are essentially those described by Smith
and Paxson(1 ), but with notable exceptions which will be brought out in the discussion
which follows.

3. AUDITORY THRESHOLDS

The aural detection of a low-frequency signal depends primarily on the hearing
threshold. In the laboratory, the auditory threshold in a free-field environment (i.e.,
the minimum audible field (M.A.F.)) is determined from the minimum level that can
be heard, usually an average of the responses from a group of subjects. At very low
frequencies, where it is not feasable to generate high-intensity uniform fields in a
chamber, other means are employed such as close coupled ear phones, in which case
the minimum audible pressure (M.A.P.) is determined. The results from the two
methods are not necessarily the same. Figure 1 shows the results from experiments
conducted by Robinson and Dadson(2 ). It is seen that the M.A.P. threshold over the
range 80 to G00 Hz is about 9 dB higher than the M.A.F. Up to 3.6 dB of this difference
might be due to monaural versus binaural listening(3 ). However, there remains
approximately 6 dB of unexplained difference.

Figure 2 shows the pure tone threshold of hearing for an average young subject
at age 18 to 25 years as presented in ISO Recommendation R226( 4 ). Also shown are
the M.A.P. from 1.5 to 100 Hz as measured by Yeowart, et. al( 5 ) and from 5 to 200 Hz
according to Corso(6 ). In the range 25 to 100 Hz there is good agreement between
Yeowart. et. al. and Corso with both being approximately 15 dB above the M.A.F.
Between 100 and 200 Hz, the difference between the M.A.P. and the M.A.F. is about
s dB which is in agreement with that reported in Reference 2. Corso's(6 ) threshold
at 5 liz does not appear consistent with those measured by other investigators. In
Figure 2 of his paper, he compares his results with those of others and he appears to
be more than 20 dB lower than Bekesy at 5 Hz. Adding 20 dB to his results at 5 Hz
would then make him consistent with Yeowart and Bekesy.

Inasmuch as it was desired to extend the aural detection criteria to 1.5 Hz, the
curves of Figure 2 were reconciled as shown by the dashed line and the M.A.F curve.
This was done by lowering Yeowart's curve by 10 dB and then smoothly joining it to
the M.A.F. curve in the region of overlap.
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It has been observed that the hearing threshold for octave bands of noise is
slightly lower at low frequencies and slightly higher at the mid- and high-frequen-
cies(7 -8 ). Actually, over the range 4 to 125 Hz, the average difference between the
threshold for tones and bands of noise is approximately 2.5 dB with a maximum
difference of 5.5 dB at 16 Hz(7). Since the difference between the threshold for tones
and bands of noise is small at low frequencies where the hearing threshold is used,
and it is expected that the low-frequency detection of propeller noise would be due to
rotational components, it was decided to ignore the differences between the thresholds
for tones and bands of noise and the criterion adopted is the one shown in Figure 2
as described in the preceding paragraph.

4. DETECTION OF AN AUDITORY SIGNAL IN A MASKING NOISE

It has been shown that the part of the noise that is effective in masking a tone
(or narrow band of noise) is the part of the spectrum lying near the tone and containing
the same amount of power as the tone, and that the parts of the spectrum that are far
from the tone contribute no masking( 9 ). Table I presents a) the ratio between the
monaural masked threshold of a pure tone and the level per Hertz of the masking
noise, measured at the frequency of the pure tone at the one-third octave band center
frequencies of 100 to 10.000 Hz, as obtained from Reference 9, and b) the width of
the band of frequencies that actually contributes to the masking of a tone located at
the center of the band as defined by the levels in the center column. It is easy to see
that for a typical noise environment, the masking level (i.e., the level of a tone or
narrow band of noise below which it will not be detected in the noise) is given by:

M.L. = SPL -10 log BW + 10 logAf (1)

where

M.L. . Masking Level, dB

SPL = Sound Pressure Level of the Noise, dB

BW -- Bandwidth of the Noise, Hz

Af =Critical bandwidth, Hz

Thus. if the level of a tone or the spectrum level of a band of noise exceeds the
masking level, it will be detected.

5. BACKGROUND NOISE SOURCES

The masking noise considered in this study is that which exists in a quiet jungle
environment. Figure 3 presents average one-third octave band sound pressure levels
(1/3-octave band SPL) from 100 to 1000 Hz measured in a daytime and nighttime
Thailand jungle(10 ). Figures 4 and 5 shcw these levels converted to masking levels

7



TABLE I

WIDTH OF CRITICAL BANDS

Ratio B3tweco t.he Monaural Equivalent
Masked Threshuld of a Pure Band-Width
Tone and the Leve) per Hertz of the

Frequency of the Masking Noise Masking Noise

100 Hz 19.0 dB 80 Hz

125 17.9 62

! 60 17.2 53

200 17.0 50

250 16.8 48

315 16.8 48

400 17.0 50

500 17.1 51

625 17.6 57

800 17.9 62

1000 18.5 70

1250 19.0 79

1600 19.5 90

: 000 20.6 115

2500 21.6 145

:4 150 22.6 180

400C 23.8 240

5000 24.9 310

6250 26.3 430

8000 27.8 600

10000 29.1 810

I ,8
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compared to those from two Panama jungles(lI). It is seen that there is good agree-
ment between the Thailand and Madden Jungle ambient noise levels. It was, thus,
decided to use the Madden Jungle noise levels throughout the frequency spectrum for
consistency. Also, the masking levels were extrapolated to 10,000 Hz.

6. AURAL DETECTION CRITERIA

The elements developed in the previous sections were combined into aural detec-
tion criteria for tones and bands of noise for a daytime and a nighttime jungle.
Figure 6 shows the detection criteria for pure tones. It is seen that at low frequencies,
the cur'e is the threshold of hearing while at the other frequencies it is determined
bY the jungle noise. A smooth transition was drawn at the junction of the two curves.

hi the computer program, the levels of the tones which are calculated are com-
pared to the detection criteria. To facilitate this comparison, the curves of Figure 6
were approximated by several polynomial equations from least - squares curve fits.
"The restlling series of equations, summarized in Table I1, are then used to establish
detection of pure tone components by entering the frequency of the pure tone into the
appropriate equation and comparing the thus-computed detection level to the predicted
level of the tone.

As an example, say a pure tone component has a frequency of 73 Hz. Then,
from Table II, the detection criterion for a daytime jungle for a pure tone at 73 Hz
is given by:

SPL D 585.3-286.929 In (73) + 48.6023 [I 7)1 2_.52 I 7)

:31.5 dB

If the le\'el or the tone equals or exceeds :31.5 dB it will be detected.

The criteria presented in Figure 6 and Table II could be used for broad-band
noise signals as well. since no distinction is made between the response of the ear
to b)ands of noise or tones. However, inasmuch as the noise estimating method cal-
culates broad-band noise in 1/3-octave band SPL's, it is economical to convert
Figure 6 into equivalent 1/3-octave band SPL's. That is to say, the levels of the
I/3-octave bands (of constant energy within bandwidths) which have spectrum levels
equal to the detection level at each band-center frequency were computed and are
shown in Table III.

To illustrate the derivation of the levels shown in Table III, consider a 1/3-
octave band SPL of band-center frequency of 800 Hz. The width of this band is 183 Hz.
Thus, for it to have a spectrum level of 10 dB (the nighttime jungle detection criterion
at 800 Hz from Figure 6), it must have a sound pressure level of:

12
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TABILE 11

I:QUATIONS FOR PURE TONE AURAL DETECTABILITY CRITERIA

The detection level, SPLD, at a given frequency, f, is given by:

SP1D =C0+Cinf+C2 (In +... +CN (Inf)N

where the coefficients C0 , C 1 , . . . ., CN are defined as follows:

1. Daytime jungle environment

Frequency Range

Coefficient 1.5 to 67 Hz 67 to 900 Hz 900 to 10, 000 Hz

C0 125.2 585.3 169.2

C 0.698014 -286.929 -2.38024

C2 -15.1156 48.6023 -1.10338

C3 6.16882 -2.75325 -1.47127

C4  -1.34790 0 0. 137120

C5  0.299928 0 0.016260

C(; -0.109861 0 -0.001549

C7  0.014986 0 0

2. Nighttime jungle environment

Frequency Range

6, 000 to
Coefficient 1.5 to 67 l1z 67 to 735 Hz 735 to 6,000 Hz 10,000 Hz

C0  125.2 261.4 480.2 36.4

C 1  0. 698014 -56.2722 -94.0359 0

C.) -15.1156 -2.34364 -4.44855 0

C3 6.16882 -0. 591769 0. 181656 0

C4  -1.34790 0.438657 0. 312787 0

C 5  0.299928 -0.027795 -0.024082 0

C6. -0.109861 -0.00114 0 0

C7 0.014986 0 0 0

14



TABLE III
AURAL i)I:'rl,:C'TABI1LTY CRITERIA FOR 1/3-OCTAVE BANDS OF' NOISE

Band Center Daytime Nighttime
F requency Jungle Jungle

1.6 Hz 121.5 dB 121.5 dB
L 120 120
2.5 117 117
3.2 113.5 113.5
4 109 109
5 104 104
(. 3 99.5 99.5
S 95 95

10 91.5 91.5
12.5 87.5 87.5
16 82 82
20 74.5 74.5
25 65 65
:31.5 56 56
4O 48 48
50 41.5 41.5
(;2.5 :37 35.5

o0 3:1 :32
100 33.5 30
125 34.5 29
160 :35.5 29.5
200 36.5 29.5
250 37.5 30.5
315 :38.5 31.5
400 39 :32.5
500 :19.5 33
625 39.5 32.5
S00 :19 :32.5

1000 :38.5 33.5
1250 38 :37
1600 :)8 42
2000 39 47.5
2500 41 53.5
31150 44 59
4000 47 63
5000 50.5 65
6250 53.5 66.5
8000 55 68

10000 56.5 69

15



SPL 10 10 log (183) - 32.5 dB

11wlTh otlher bands were treated in a similar fashion.

7. ATERNATE METHOD USED BY AIR FORCE

The Air Force developed an alternate method for calculating aural detection

range of broad-band propeller noise after the draft of this report was submitted. A
description of this alternate method was prepared by the Air Force and is included
as Appendix 11 of this report at their request. Use of this alternate method may in-

crease the minimum undetectable altitude of broad-band noise by about a factor of
three relative to the method discussed above.

8. SUMMARY

In summary, aural detection criteria were derived for pure tones of frequency

range 1.5 to 10,000 Hz and 1/3-octave bands of noise of center frequencies from 1.6

Jto 10,000 1lz based on laboratory test data for the auditory thresholds and the masking

effects of a quiet daytime and nighttime jungle noise.

'rihe detection criteria for pure tones were converted to equation form expressing

the detection level as a function of frequency. Also, the detection criteria for broad-

band noise was converted to equivalent 1/3-octave band SPL's. In each case,

detection is said to occur if any component of the noise signal equals or exceeds the

detection criteria.
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SECTION III

PROPELLER NOISE THEORY

1, INTRODUCTION

Theoretical methods of predicting propeller rotational noise have been under
continuous development since 1936 when the work of Gutin( 12 ) was published describ-
ing the basic disc theory of noise due to blade loading. Rotational noise is a tone
noise which occurs at harmonics of the blade passing frequency Bn/60 Hz. For
moderate-to-high tip speeds used in nearly all applications of propellers, calculations
based on the theory show generally good agreement with test data.

The first theory of vortex noise was developed in 1944 by Yudin( 13 ) and was based
on a dimensional analysis of flow parameters around rotating rods. The term
"vortex noise" has been given to the broad-band noise produced by a propeller or
rotor, because it was believed to be caused by an oscillating force associated with a
Karman vortex street. such as is observed behind a rod normal to a moving stream.
Subsequent work has produced several empirical procedures for predicting vortex
noise.

Experimental data for medium- and high-tip speed propellers and published data
for helicopters show noise frequency spectra which usually have the following general
characteristics: a) there are a series of tone noises, the first at the blade-passing
frequency of Bn/60 lHz and the rest at multiples of this frequency: b) the SPL of these
rotational tone noises decreases with increasing harmonic number until the tones
become lost in broad-band noise: and c) there is a broad-band noise which has a
maximum sound level at a frequency of a few hundred Hertz. The harmonic noise
levels are a maximum just behind the propeller plane, near 0i = 1050, and decrease
near the propeller axis. The broad-band noise levels, on the other hand, are a maxi-
mum on the axis and a minimum near the propeller plane. The theory for propeller
rotational noise and the empirical procedures for vortex noise result in the same
frequency spectrum shape as that described above based on measurements.

The theories for propeller noise contain several assumptions which may not
always he slated explicitly. Therefore. it is appropriate to discuss these common
:tssumplions in the following section. The theories of propeller rotational and vortex
notvist, are discussed in Section 111.3. Some general considerations of geometrical
acoustics which apply to propeller noise are presented in Section III.4. Lastly the
tcffccts of reflection of the noise from the ground on the noise at the observer are
described.

17



2. ASSUIMPTIOItNS

'l'ie usual noise theories are based on the following assumptions:

aT. The sound waves are weak and propagate at the speed of sound, which is
proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature of the ambient
a i r.

t. The sound waves propagate through air which is at rest (no wind or turbu-
lence) and has a constant speed of sound. Therefore, air velocities induced
by the propeller and aircraft are not considered.

c. The basic wave equations may be linearized, so that independent solutions

for each sound source may be added. Therefore nonlinear effects(14) are
ignored.

d. Absorption of sound( 15). which is proportional to distance and depends on
lemperature. humidity and sound frequency, is not considered. However,

the propeller noise detectability computer program discussed in Section VIII
does include a correction for sound absorption.

e. 'rhe propeller is either operating statically or is moving along the propeller
axis at constant speed.

f. 'rhe noise from separate propellers has a random phase relation. There-
fore. the addition of sound from more than one propeller adds 10 log
(nIumber of propellers) to the sound pressure level of one propeller, Thus,
two propellers are 3 dB noisier than one and would be detected nearly 1.4
times as far away.

g, The propeller blades are identically loaded, geometrically identical,
L-qually spaced. and located in a disc normal to the propeller axis and flight

pj11t. I'Ih' Cfftcts Of non-equal spacing in fans has been investigated and it

has ILtCtn sthow1 thlt sound energy can be redistributed among the harmonics.

hlowever, further development is required if these effects are to be included
in p'ropeller noise theor'y.

h. The propeller and observer are in a free field, i.e., there is no sound re-
flecting surface nearby. The consequences of this assumption are discussed
in Section III.5.

:3. NOISE SOURCES

Historically, propeller noise has been divided into three sources: loading noise,

thickntss noise and vortex noise. The first two sources, collectively called rotational

noise, result in a series of harmonic tones at frequencies which are multiples of the

blade passing frequency. Bn/60 Hz. The third source, vortex noise, is often associated
with a periodic force on the blades due to a periodic wake, similar to the Karman
vortex street from a cylinder normal to the flow.

18



First consider rotational noise. To an observer rotating in a reference frame
fixed to the rotating propeller, the B blades produce a steady disturbance pressure
field which has a circumferential period of 3600/B. The disturbance pressures are
due to the loads (conventionally resolved into thrust and torque components) on the
blades and due to the volume (thickness) of the blades. But to an observer who is
stationary (not rotating), the disturbance pressure field is rotating with the propeller
at n rpm and, therefore, the pressure at the observer not on the axis oscillates with
a fundamental frequency of Bn/60 Hz. This oscillating pressure is the harmonic
rotational noise and may be Fourier analyzed to determine the pressure amplitude
of each harmonic of the blade passing frequency, On the propeller axis the pressure
is constant and, therefore, there is no rotational noise. Theoretically, the thickness
noise is a: maximum in the propeller plane and zero on the propeller axis. Loading
noise is a maximum just behind the propeller plane. However, if a circumferential
variation in blade loading exists, there is loading noise present on the axis and the
variation in loading noise with direction decreases. The variation in blade loading
may be due to operation of the aircraft at an angle of attack and to interference from
the airframe.

The theory of broad-band propeller noise is much less developed and understood
than the theory for harmonic noise. The published theories all rely on at least one
empirical factor. unlike the harmonic noise theories. Several possible sources of
broad-band noise have been suggested, including a) an alternating vortex shedding at
the trailing edge of the blade, b) fluctuating pressures in the turbulent boundary layer
flowing over the blade, and c) turbulence in the incoming airflow.

4. GEOMETRIC ACOUSTICS

Several factors which affect the noise characteristics heard by an observer, but
which do niot depend on the noise source. arc discussed in this section.

Near the propeller, the sound pressure level varies with distance from the
p propeller in a complicated way because of the way that noise from different parts of

the propeller combines. However, in the far-field, typically over 3 to 5 diameters
away, the variation with distance becomes quite simple: a 6 dB decrease in noise
SPL for each doubling of distance.

If the sound is propagated vertically the simple relation of 6 dB/doubling of
distance should be modified because of the vertical gradients in atmospheric density
and speed of sound. If the sound intensity at the observer is not altered by these
griadivnls. the square of the amplitude of the sound pressure is proportional to the
product of density and speed of sound at the observer. Because both these parameters
(ldecrease with altitude (below 36089 feet for the standard atmosphere( 16 )) the SPL at
-an observer below the propeller is larger than at an observer at the same altitude as

19



the troptoller. This effect increases the SPL by 0.142 dB/1000 ft %Atitude difference
for the standard tempera•ture lapse rate of 6.5 0 K/Krn. This increment in SPL is
includcd in the calculation of the minimum undetectable altiLude by the computer
prograill,

As the distance between the propeller and the observer becomes large, especially
for high frequencies, the sound pressure level is further reduced by the effects of
molecular absorptiou in the atmosphere. Published reports on absorption
coefficieiits( 15) show that the SPL is reduced by an amount which is proportional to
the sound propagation distance. The proportionality factor, cr coefficient of at-

jopleicrie absorption, is a function of the atmospheric temperature and relative
luimidity and of tie sound frequency. The coefficient is small at low frequencies but
increases rapidly with frequency above 1000 lHz. The computer program uses the
equations for the coefficients ,f atmospheric absorption from Ref. (15).

Motion of tit aircraft through the air has several effects on the propeller noise.
Motion changes the sound power level produced and the directivity pattern of the noise
pI'oduceld. "tbe theory for harmonic loading noise with the observer stationary rela-
tive to the aircraf-t (both moving or only air moving) is presented in Ref, (17). For a
fixed observer, as assumed in the computer program, the sound pressure level is
unaitered relative to the case of a moving observer but the sound frequency is altered
hy the familiar Doppler effect. For an airplane flying at a Mach number M along a
straight path which is Y feet from the observer, the frequency is multiplied by a
factor I (I - Xp MA v/Xp2--Y2) where Xp is tle distance to the observer forward of
the propeller plane wher. the sound was produced. The result is to increase the
frequency while the plane is approaching (Xp >0) and to decrease the frequency as
the plh ' leaves (Xp< 0).

Because the speed of sound is small relative to the speed of light, the airplane
i, no0 Se't'in at the location at which the sound being heard was produced. If the ob-
server is at distance X forward of the propeller plane %hen a sound is heard, the ob-
server was at a distance Xp forward when the sound was produced, where

Xp X , M IX 2 +,(1 - M2 ) y 2  (2)1 -M2

This distain'e is required because the atmospheric absorption is proportional to
v/Xp-ý Y2. the distance the sound propagated. The relation between these various
distances is illustrated in the following sketch.

20
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X I'X- .--- PROPELLER SEEN HERE
X WHEN SOUND HEARD0

_____ V PROPELLER WAS HERE

U WHEN SOUND WAS PRODUCED

F -FLIGHT PATHY

SOUND PROPAGATION PATH

"OBSERVER

5. GROUND REFLECTION

When an acoustic wave impinges on a rigid surface, it is generally reflected.
Thus, in an aircraft flyover the noise emanating from the aircraft will propagate to
the ground and be reflected. This reflected wave will then interact with the direct
wave and give rise to interference patterns in the acoustic field. At some location
and frequency, there may be constructive interference (when the incoming and re-
flected waves are in phase) in which case the acoustic pressure is greater than for
free-field conditions (no obstructions in the acoustic field). Conversely, destructive
interference will occur elsewhere or at some other frequency in which case the
acoustic pressure will be less than for a free-field.

The c'.ict magnitude of this effect, relative to free-field conditions, is difficult
to eslimael. hIowever. theory indicates that the correction to free-field estimates
would vary from a reduction of infinity dB for complete destructive interference
to an increase of 6 dB when the reflected and direct waves are of equal amplitude
and in phase. The actual effect at some field point depends on several factors,

Sincluding a) the amplitude and frequency characteristics of the source. b) the
altitudes of the source and field point above the ground, c) the distance from the

source to the field point, d) the angle of incidence of this wave onto the ground surface,
and e) the complex impedance of the ground.

To our knowledge, a comprehensive ground reflection effect calculation procedure

is not available at the present time, although several investigations are presently under
way. In was thus decided not to include this effect in the computer program developed

21



for this contract. However, it could be included at some later Lime when results of
current work become available.

However, due consideration is given to the phenomenon of ground reflection in
correcting the test data acquired in the course of this program to equivalent free-
field conditions. Thus, in Section VI, a description is given of the empirically-
derived effects of ground reflections on the noise measured for the propeller
configurations tested.

22
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SECTION IV

HARMONIC ROTATIONAL NOISE THEORY

1. INTRODUCTION

Development of theoretical methods of predicting propeller rotational noise was
started in 1936 when Gutin( 1 2 ) published a paper describing the basic disc theory of
noise due to the thrust and torque loads on propeller blades. Gutin's theory is limited
to a stationary (i.e., not flying, as on a ground test rig) propeller in still air, ani
approximations are made which limit the theory to the fundamental and first overtones
at a distance exceeding several propeller diameters.

Several workers have removed these limitations to produce the currently-

accepted theories for propeller loading noise( 1 7 to 22) Experience has shown that
these theories provide generally good agreement with test data at moderate to high
tip speeds.

Development of theoretical methods of predicting propeller thickness noise had a
similar history, resulting in Arnoldi's theory(2 3 ) Calculations have shown that thick-
ness noise may exceed loading noise in the higher harmonics if the blade is large;
i.e., if the chord width and thickness are large.

The theoretical equations for harmonic loading and thickness noise developed
from the above works which are used in the propeller noise detectability program are
presented in this section. Two significant comments regarding the equations
cmbodid in this program are worth making. First, the effective-radius approximation
which conevntrates the propeller load and volume noise sources at one radius,
usually so"(, of the tip radius, is not used, Therefore changes in the radial distribution
of propell, r blad, loads and geometry are accounted for. Second, in order to account
for effocts of l:irge blade chords, the blade loads are assumed to be distributed
uniforimlv over the blade chord rather than concentrated on a radial line. The effect
of blade angh, reducing the projection of the chord onto the propeller plane is allowed

for. Experience with another program by Hamilton Standard has shown that using a
distributed lead has little effect on the level of the fundamental, but does reduce the
level of the higher harmonics compared to calculations with a concentrated load. It
is believed that the program, which does not use either the effective radius or the

concentrated load assumptions, is more accurate and will show the effects of changes

in blade geometry.
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2. HARMONIC LOADING NOISE THEORY

Because the development of the harmonic loading •noise theory is readily available
in the literature, (e.g., in Refs. 17 and 18) it will not be presented here. The theory
is based on an array of non-steady point forces in the propeller disc representing the
blade thrust and torque forces. Each of these point forces is zero except when a
propeller blade is located in the same part of the disc. Thus, each force acts as a
series of pulses with a fundamental frequency equal to the blade-passing frequency
and a pulse width proportional to the blade chord. These point forces move along the
flight path with the propeller, but do not rotate with the blades. The assumption is
made of a constant chordwise blade loading over the projection of the chord onto the
propeller plane rather than the common zero-chord assumption. The assumpticn is
made that the blade loads do not vary circumferentially; i.e., the blade loads are
constant. The equation for the disturbance pressure at a field point with coordinates
(X, Y) relative to the propeller centerline is:

2 4 tip ___ (___

-imBflth fPID f r mBb cos0

4W 4B bcos9 sin - 2r
4wm hub 0

Cos (m -B DX + ik(M + X/S) cos (k)

S 1 dr 1 2M 2 os()L S 1-M2 /

4- k(M + X/S) x sin mBD dC

( - M2 S2 kg 2fr2 dr

sin ,ka)+ icos (ko)J dcdr (3)

The derivation of the equation is outlined in Appendix I.

This equation is valid in the near field at distances greater than a chord from the
tip provided that the wavelength of the sound exceeds the chord. The propeller noise
detectability computer program performs the circumferential (0) integration by
Simpson's 1/3 rule using at least 100 intervals and the radial (r) integration using a
10-point Gauss integration. The term r sin (mBb cos e /2r)ib cos 0 depends on the
solidity or activity factor and is a result of assuming a constant chordwise loading.
The formulation of the equation for loading noise presented in Ref. (18) is that used by
the computer program.

The disturbance pressure is the sum of harmonics, which are multiples of the
blade-passing frequency Bn/60 Hz. The amplitude of each harmonic is given by
Eq. (3) without the e-imBf term and the corresponding sound pressure level is
124. 572 + 20 log (amplitude), where the amplitude is expressed in psf. This equation
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follows from the definition of sound pressure level, 20 log (p/p ) dB, where p is the
rnms sound pressure (= pressure amplitude /.f2_) and p0 is the reference pressure
(0. 0002 microbar = 4. 177 x 10- 7 psf). The constant 124. 572 equals -20 log
(,T (4.177 x 10-7)).

For static operation, torque loading noise is a maximum in the propeller plane,
symmetrical about the propeller plane, and zero on the axis. Thrust loading noise,
on the other hand, has two lobes at about b = 450 and 1350 and is zero on the axis and
in the propeller plane. Addition of these two loading noises results in a maximum
noise about 150 behind the propeller plane. In flight these directivity patterns are
somewhat distorted. These characteristics of the directivity pattern are not readily

apparent from an examination of Eq. (3). However, they may be demonstrated by
calculation using the propeller noise detectability program. Alternatively, if the
far-field approximation is used the equation for harmonic loading noise may be changed
to a form which readily shows the directivity pattern discussed. This equation is
presented as Eq. (5) in a following section.

A significant result of the assumption of constant blade loading is that the pro-
peller noise field is symmetrical about the propeller axis and, therefore, the location
of field point, or observer, may be specified in terms of only two variables (e.g.,
X and Y).

:3. HARMONIC THICKNESS NOISE THEORY

The development of the harmonic thickness noise theory used by the propeller
noise detectability program is presented in Ref. (23) and will not be repeated here. It
assumes that a doublet, or dipole, moving along a helical path is the noise source.
The disturbhance pressure is proportional to the strength of this doublet which, in
turn, is proportional to the product of blade chord and thickness. The proportionality
factor is called the thickness noise doublet strength proportionality factor by Arnoldi,
who presents a method for computing this factor from a chordwise pressure distribu-
tion over the blade airfoil. However, it is usually satisfactory, to use an approximate
area formula for thin airfoils which states that this factor equals the ratio of the blade
section cross-sectional area to the product of blade chord and thickness. Typical
v•lues of the factor are near 0. 7.

Arnoldi's(,'3) equation for thickness noise, after modifications described in
Appendix I, is
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-iniBs~t Pm f12 2 B3 tip I s mB
Pm e 22 Khb .2os_

22 (1-M2) hub 0

S) +() 2 (1 (TX) 2) (1_) 2 (cos (ka) - i sin (ko))

+-_k_ ( - 3 ) 2- (sin (ko) + i cos (ko)) d dr (4)

The propeller noise detectability computer program uses the same method to integrate
this equation as it uses for the loading noise Eq. (3).

It can be seen from Eq. (4) that thickness noise increases as the blade cross
sectional area is increased, by increasing chord for example. Calculations by
Hamilton Standard show that thickness harmonic noise is likely to predominate over
loading harmonic noise if the propeller is lightly loaded or if the blade is large. For
static operation, thickness noise is a maximum in the propeller plane, is symmetrical
about the propeller plane, and is zero on the axis. In flight this directivity pattern is
somewhat distorted. The phase of the pressure changes induced by the two harmonic
noise sources is such that they tend to add behind the propeller plane and to subtract
in front of the propeller plane. These characteristics are not readily apparent from
an examination of Eq. (4) but have been demonstrated by calculations performed by
the propeller noise aural detectability program.

4. FAR-FIELD APPROXIMATION

If the field point is far from the propeller, the equations for loading and thickness
harmonic noise may be simplified. The dividing line between the near-field, in which
only equations (3) and (4) are valid and the far field, in which equations (5) and (6) are
also valid, is generally set at 3 to 5 diameters. The computer program uses 5 diam-
eters as a criterion. In the far-field, terms with higher orders of the reciprocal of
the distance becamei insignificant and therefore it is possible to perform the circum-
ferential integration analytically, resulting in Bessel functions of the first kind appear-
ing in the equation. Often the radial integration is replaced by an effective-radius
approximation, but this approximation has not been used in the propeller noise detect-
ability program.

Because of the saving in machine time, and because the near-field calculations
may encounter numerical problems with circumferential integration at low noise levels,
it is recommended that the far-field approximation be used whenever possible. Sample
computer runs have shown agreement in SPL levels computed by the near-field and
far-field methods. However, the oscillatory pressure components of the ground
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pressures (to not agree. This disagreement is acceptable because a phase term which
is left out of hoth the following far-field noise equations does not change the relative
phase b tween the loading and thickness noise pressures.

Thie equation for far-field loading noise is:

P -imBSl pf22 D4  r sin(Mbco
w=e 3  b cosO • 2r(

0 hub

(M +X/So)0 dCT D dC pF 4 dr2 dr
a(l - M2) 2- r

F 2
JM - 2S2 (JmB-I -JmB+ dr (5)

0

Appendix I includes the derivation of Eq. (5). The argument of the Bessel functions is
mB9lYr/aSO. The characteristics of the Bessel functions in this equation are such that
they are zero if the argument is zero. Therefore Eq. (5) shows that for field points on
the propeller axis, where Y = 0, there is no loading noise, as was discussed earlier in
connection with the near-field Eq. (3). The torque loading noise is a maximum for
field points in the propeller plane where the argument of the Bessel function, and
therefore the function itself, is a maximum. The thrust loading noise, on the other
hand, for sUitic operation (i.e., M = 0) is shown by Eq. (5) to be zero in the propeller
plane where X - 0. In addition, behind the propeller plane (X < 0) the thrust and power
terms add and ahead of the propeller plane (X >0) they partially cancel. Calculations
have shown that the combined effect is that the harmonic loading noise is a maximum
about 15•5 behind the propeller plane for static conditions.

Thel equation for far-field thickness noise derived in Appendix I is:

2 : (SO f MX)2 tip
-im Bflt p, m -f213 0  Khb

2v(l - M2)2 SO3 f
0 hub

LM2 1Y
JmB- 2S 0 2 (JmB-I - mB1l) dr (6)
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As discussed above, the Bessel functions in Eq. (6) cause the calculated thickness

noise to be a maximum in the propeller plane for static operation and zero on the pro-

peller axis, thus substantiating the statements made about the directivity pattern of
thickness noise in the preceding section.

lie twUo Bessel functions JmB-i and JmB+l appear because a more-exact far-

field approxinmation than is usually presented in the literature is employed. This

approximation as used here is:

21T-imBO-iko -ik 0e cd 2iMB e

f' S So
00

I- (1 (J -
(7)

JmB 2S 2 mB-1 -mB+1l

S0

This equation differs from that originally published by Arnoldi because a typographical

error has been corrected.

5. EFFECT OF HARMONIC LOADS ON LOADING NOISE

The theory for harmonic loading noise which resulted in Eq. (3) contains the

assumption that the blade loading does not vary as the blade rotates. This assumption

permits some analytical simplification and is expected to be valid if the propeller axis

is not inclined to the flight direction and there is no interference from non-symmetrical

objects. For a helicopter in forward flight, for example, this assumption cannot be

expected to be valid and therefore far-field equations for rotor harmonic loading noise

with unsteady harmonic loads were developed (e.g., Refs. (19) to (22)). The Fourier

components of the thrust and torque loads are used. The zero-order loads are the

average steady-state loads. The equation for the mth harmonic or loading noise

pressure in the far-field derived in Appendix I is:
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iwhere a XT and b x,r are the real and imaginary components of the thrust harmonic Tj,,

and a AQ and b >,Q are the real and imaginary components of the torque harmonic Q A.
Note that the bOT = b0Q = 0. Furthermore, with the assumption that the blade loads
are concentrated at an effective radius of 0. 4D, one has aOT = T and a0 Q = Q =

5252. t HP/n. Except for an unusual combination of harmonic load components, the
presence of the harmonic loads will increase the harmonic loading noise sound pres-
sure level. This increase is largest near the propeller axis and in the higher harmonic
orders.

In general, it is possible to predict the lower-order harmonic loads required in
Eq. (8) due to angle of attack of the propeller axis or interference from the wings and
fuselage. Hamilton Standard has a computer program that can predict up to four load-
ing harmonics due to interference. A separate program which can use many more
load harmonics predicts the resulting loading noise. Unfortunately, the present limit
of four loading harmonics means that not even the firsy noise harmonic can be pre-
dicted accurately. It appears from the test data measured during the experimental
phase of this contract that harmonic loads are present even with an apparently "clean"
installation. In this case neither the phase nor the radial distribution of the harmonic
loads may be known. Therefore the discussion of the effect of harmonic loads on
propeller loading noise will be restricted to the far-field effective-radius static case
with a random phasing of the harmonic loads assumed.

Lowson and Ollerhead( 2 0 ) to (22) have shown that only loading harmonics or
orders in the range mB (1 + Vt/a) contribute significantly to the harmonic noise of
order m. Therefore a noise pressure with an amplitude squared of

S= mB(I+Vt/a) £ mBQr2

must be added to that computed from Eq. (5). Equation (9) is derived in Appendix I.
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Dtepending on the magnitude of the harmonic loads, they will add significantly to
the levels of harmonic loading noise for uniform loads computed from Eq. (5). The
harnionic loads are most likely to increase the higher harmonics. Also, with harmonic
thrust loads present loading noise is predicted to occur on the axis whereas for uniform
loading the previous discussion has shown that there is no harmonic noise on the axis.

Levels for the loading harmonics of helicopter rotors were presented by Ollerhead
and Lowson(21). They suggest that the level of a load harmonic equals the steady-state
load divided by the load order to the 2. 5 power. For a compressor the exponent
appears to be 1. 0 rather than the 2.5 for helicopters. Estimates of the loading har-
nmonics were derived from the harmonic noise data measured in the experimental
program and are discussed in a later Section VII. 2b, where an exponent of 1.43 is
recommended.
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SECTION V

BROAD-BAND NOISE THEORY

1. INTRODUCTION

The first theory of vortex noise was developed by Yudin( 13 ) in 1944 and was based
on a dimensional analysis of flow parameters around rotating rods. The theory is
based on the observation that a Karman vortex street is observed behih1d the rod over
a significant range of Reynolds numbers and produces an oscillating force on the rod.

[ Because of difficulties with a rigorous mathematical analysis, later studiec have
concentrated on determining empirical coefficients which apply to propellers or
helicopter rotors. These will be discussed in the next section.

Most empirical broad-band voise prediction methods are incomplete because they
do not predict directivity effects, noise levels and spectrum shape. All three are re-
quired for a detectability study. Also, they involve gross parameters such as total
thrust and blade area without including the radial distribution of these parameters,
Two methods, developed previously by Hamilton Standard, are complete and are in-
corporated into the propeller noise detectability program as options. A third method
was developed in the present program and is incorporated into the propeller noise
detectability program. This new method predicts the broad-band noise level in each
I /:i-octave band and, unlike most other methods, uses a detailed description of the
propeller blade geometry. Thus, it is the most complete method for predicting pro-
peller broad-band noise available. The selection of the 3 empirical coefficients re-
quired by the method is based on noise data measured during the test phase of this
program and is discussed in a later section. Development of this new broad-band
noise method is one of the major tasks of this contract and is presented in Section V. 3.

A study of the effect of airfoil shape (or chordwise thickness distribution) on
vortex noise follows in Section V. 4. Although this study showed only small improve-
ments due to airfoil shape the possibility of noticeable improvement was considered
sufficient to incorporate NACA series 66A section in the blades of a new low-noise
propeller designed, fabricated and teL. 'ed in this contractual program.

2. PREDICTION METHODS IN THE LITERATURE

From •, dimensional analysis of a cylinder in a stream, Yudin( 1 3 ) showed that the
vortex sound power is proportional to pV 6 DQS,2 /a 3 where D is the diameter and Q the
length of the cylinder, and the Strouhal number St is about 0.2. The frequency of the
sound is StV/D. Unfortunately this theory cannot predict the absolute level of the
vortex noise because the proportionality factor is not known theoretically.

r3
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sevrail ivesiligattors hdlve developed equations for sound 1'pessure levels of
pir'pller2C or rhotoV's based on Yudin's formulation, Usually the product D R is replaced
L•, m ;irco S1, and suitable reference values for St, P and a aie introduced. As a re-
sult, the ove.'rall sound pressure level becomes proportinnal to 10 log (8bV 6 /d2). A
direttivitv pattern of a torlc dipole aligned with the axis is often acsumed. 7herefore
10 lg (O-.s ý, ) sho.hald be added to the SPL and the vortex noise Is a maximum on the
propehllr axis and zero in the propeller plane. Some investigators have Included a
frequctcy spectrum with a sound level relative to the overpll SPL and the frequency
refczenced to a peak frequency (e.g. , sefe Figure 7).

Experimental data of Stowell and Deming and others led to Hubbard's(2 4 ) 2xpres-
sion for the sound pressure level of propellers at a distance of 300 feet:

:1.8 Sb V.7 6
SPI. 10 log -- dB (10)

The., formulattun is inadequate for detectability studies, however, because no directivity
effect or frequency information is provided.

Davidson and tlargest(2 5 ) fitted experimental helicopter noise data at 500 feet
distance by an equation of the form:

SPL = 10 Log (Vt 6 CL 2 S) + 10 log (cos 4f 84 dB (11)

Eq. (11) differs froin(IO)by the inclusion of a CL term and by introducing an extreme
dire(,'ivity correction (no vortex noise in rotor plane). However, no data on frequency
distribution is presented.

Scnlcgcl. King and Mull( 1 9 ) present an eqiation of the following form for sea level
"o 0l V conditions:

SPI, t0 log (V. 7
2 T'2 /Sbd 2 ) + 13.8 dB (12)

The vortex noise in any octave band is comput(d by using , s:)ectrum shape presented
gritphi(caily and a peak frequency determined by" t2,,equat~on.

0.28 V. 7 Hz

h1 7 os a+ 1) 7 sin sa

This correi:;tion of rotor vortex noise includes a frequency spectrum but is limited to
a direction of 17-) behind the rotor. No directivity effect is presented.
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Stuckey and Groddard(26) obtained the following formula from tests of a particular

2.68TI1 66d2•

SPII, 1 0 log (V T 1.66 + 20 log (cos 0) + 2.8 dB (14)

and introduce another frequency spectrum.

)llcrhead and Lowson(2 1 ) discuss previous work on vortex noise and state that
what has been considered to be a broad-band vortex noise may really be high-order
harmonics of rotational noise which usual data-reduction procedures do not show as
occurring at discrete frequencies. With very-narrow-band filters some data presented
do show the presence of what appears to be high-order harmonic rotational noise. An
equation for directivity is suggested which, unlike other equations, has a total varia-
tion of only 1 0. 5 dB in overall noise from on the axis of rotation to in the plane of the
rotor. This equation is

ASPI, = 10 log C 2 +0"1 dB (15)

(C08 2 700 + 0. 1 /
Widnall(27) correlates measured rotor vortex noise data in the form

SPL = 10 log (Vt 6Sb/d 2) + f (T/SbVt2 ) dB (16)

where the function f is plotted as a band encompassing plotted data. For low values of
the parameter ('/Ssb Vt2 ), which are typical of a quiet propeller, the function f is con-
stant. This correlation is based on a quasi-two-dimensional model of vortex noise
derived from that Yudin( 1 3 ). However, frequency and directionality data are not
presented.

Sharland( 2 8 ) investigated possible mechanisms of broad-band noise generation in
axial flow fans. One mechanism is alternating "vortex shedding" at the trailing edge
of the blade which produces lift fluctuations. By making some estimates of the fre-
quency and a correlation area he obtained the following formula for sound power:

SfbV6R- 4dr (17)
120 v a3

If, further, an ideal dipole directivity distribution is assumed, the maximum rms
acoustic pressure is:

-fbVUR-. 4dr (18)
4 Vi1Tr ad
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lo'r a dircction which is not normal to the airfoil the rms pressure should be multiplied
by the (osine of the angle to the normal. Another mechanism investigated by
Sharlwnd( 28 ) is the turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations on the surface.
Using a value of the rms surface pressure fluctuation of 0. 012 P V2 , which experi-
mental data supports, Sharland derives an equation for the sound power

W =0-7p fbV6dr (19)
a 3

Again assuming a dipole directivity distribution, the maximum rms acoustic pressure
is:

: 73 0 b r (20)

P 4 w107' ad

For a Reynolds number of one million the ratio of the sound pressure level due to
vortex shedding (Eq. (18)) to the sound pressure level due to turbulent boundary layer
fluctuations (Eq. (20)) is 20 dB. Therefore, noise due to turbulent boundary layer
fluctuations is not significant relative to noise due to vortex shedding. A third mech-
anism considered by Sharland is turbulence in the airflow inducing fluctuations in lift.
His equation for the sound power due to this mechanism is:

P /€2 4 2

W = 3V (w)2 dr (21)
48•ra 3

where 0 ig the average lift curve slope and (w)2 is the mean turbulent velocity fluctua-
tion. Sharland concludes that 'broad-band noise in fans arises from vortex shedding
at the blade trailing edges under normal conditions, but that any large scale turbulence
can increase the noise significantly".

Hamilton Standard developed two complete empirical vortex noise procedures in
1969. The first used Schlegel, King and Mull's( 1 9) formula for noise level and peak
frequency and the directivity formula of Ollerhead and Lowson( 2 1), The formulae
used are:

SPL = 101og Vt 2 CL 2 Sb (cos2 ý + 0.1) .217 4
Slogd 2  - 44.645dB (22)

peak frequency = h. . 7 s z (23)
.7 cosa+ b.7 1Isinal

The frequency spectrum is labelled "HS Correlation of 3/69" in Figure 7.
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"l1•1v Second empirical procedure uses the formulation of Widnall( 2 7 ) and is based
on static noise data obtained by Hamilton Standard from a 4-bladed propeller designed
for a quiet STOL aircraft. This propeller blade is similar to blade design 47X-394
tested in the first test period of the present program.

SPL ý -71. 02 1 57000 S0log+10log -3.3 sin' (0P4lO°)dB (24)

I o~. 06 v. 7

peak frequency = h. 7 V. 7 HZ (25)
h7 (1 -.265 XStall)

Xstall is the radius ratio where the section angle of attack is 110. The frequency
spectrum is labelled "HS Correlation of 7/69" in Figure 7. These two procedures are
included as options 2 and 3 in the propeller noise detectability computer program be-
cause they are complete, unlike most other prediction methods described in this
section, and because they are well understood.

l1e correlations of broad-band noise described above were derived for propellers
and ¾elicopter rotors. Another source of broad-band noise is a gliding aircraft. Two
published reports, which present and correlate broad-band data obtained with several
aircraft, are discussed in this paragraph. Smith et al(2 9 ) correlates overall noise
level from three sailplanes by the formula

SPL = 10 log (V 6Sb/d2) - 42.7 dB (26)

where S1) is the wing area with turbulent flow. Inspection of the data indicated a better
fit would be obtained by the formula

SPL = 10 log (V3 " 1Sb/d 2 ) + 19.1 dB (27)

which shows a smaller variation with velocity. Lockheed( 3 0 ) measured data from 5
gliding airci aft with engines off and propellers feathered and correlated the data by a
formula which may be converted to the form

IV6Sb chord

SPL = 10 log d2 s- 15.2 dB (28)

A 1/3-octave band spectrum is presented with the peak frequency defined by the

relationship

f = 1.1 V/h Hz (29)

This spectrum is labelled as "propeller noise detectability program" in Figure 7.
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,I'( slti1ii1tfrize, it (!III be seen that most of these vortex noise prediction methods
show thiat the SPL varies as 10 log (V6Sb/d 2 ). This selection of variables is probably
influenced by Yudin's(1 3 ) analysis. However, a smaller variation with velocity is
suggested by Smith's sailplane data (Eq. (27)) and by Sharland's analysis of "vortex
shedding" noise (Eq. (17)).

3. NEW HAMILTON STANDARD VORTEX NOISE TH1EORY

A major task of this study program was the development of an integration technique
to predict propeller broad-band noise and to incorporate this technique into the propel-
ler noise detectability computer program. The source of the broad-band noise is as-
sumed to be an oscillating force normal to the blade chord. The amplitude and frequen-
cy of this force are related to the flow conditions and blade geometry in a way which
would correspond to Yudin's (13) theory. Therefore, the predicted broad-band noise
might be called vortex noise. However, unlike the various correlations of propeller
and rotor broad-band noise previously discussed which involve overall parameters such
as tip speed, total thrust and blade area, the theory developed during this contract in-,
-.udes the radial distribution of blade geometry and flow conditions as parameters.

The broad-band noise at the observer is obtained by numerical integration in the cir-
cumferential and radial coordinates.

The theory does not determine the magnitude of the oscillating force or its fre-
quency. However, these parameters are proportional to a force factor CF and a
frequency factor Cf respectively. Values of these two factors were determined by
correlating predicted 1/3-octave band noise levels with measured data obtained during
the experimental program discussed in Section VI of this report.

The theory is based on Lowson's theory for the sound field of a moving force(31)

Cartesi:n coordinates, with subscripts 1, 2 and 3, are used and the origin of these
coordinates is the propeller center. The "1" axis is the propeller axis with a positive
ordinate forward of the propeller, The field point lies in the "1"' - "2" plane. The
point force is translating along the positive "1" axis at a Much number of M and ro-
tating about the "I" axis at a radius of r and a spGed of S1 rad/sec. The force is
oscillating at a circular frequency w and is normal to the blade chord. It is resolved
into three components Fl, F2 and F3 .

The basiv result of Lowson's paper is the following equation for the far-field
sound pressure radiation from a point force in arbitrary motion

x-J t FJ FJ 2Mr 1
p = (30)

L4 (1-Mr) 2 ad2  t -Mr at I

where xj and yj are the coordinates of the observer and source, respectively, and Mr
is the component of the convection Mach number in the direction of the observer.
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ihe ixial component of the force F1 is proportional to the magnitude of the

force l" anid the cosine of the blade angle 0, therefore

F1  -iF os 0 e- 4)t (31)

The other two components vary with circumferential angle €:

F 2  F sin 0 sin 0 e-i°t (32)

F 3  -F sin 0 cos 0 e -iwt (33)

The three components of the convection Mach number are:

M = M (34)

r.I sin 0 (35)M2 - a

M3  r cos 0 (36)
a

The coordinates of the observer are:

Xl I XI)

x2 Y y(37)

x3 : (

and of the point force are:

Y i 7- 0.

y., r coso (38)

v.v -r sin 0

Therefore

" 2 + (Y )2 + 2 sin2 (39)
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The component of the convection Mach number in the direction of the observer is:

_ (xj - yj) Mj (40)

Mr d

which becomes, upon substituting Eqs. (33) to (39),

MXp Ur
Mr d ad . sin$(Y-2rcosO) (41)

Upon substituting into Eq. (30), the equations for the pressure field due to the
three components of the force become:

S iXp wF cos9 -i0t
4w a(1-Mr 2 ) d2 e

P2 = (Y-r coos ) Fs! -iwa.in +nco5s e-i4(Mt (42)

41 4a(-M r 2 ) dk

r F sin 0 sin [ iwcos ,f.sinO e _i(t
P-3 4va(1l-Mr 2 )d 2

These three terms are summed to derive the desired equation for the sound pressure:

p 4 d2 [ Xpcos 0+ (Y-2r cos ) sinG sins +

(43)

i sin 0 r sin2 0 + (Y-r cos 0) cos e

Integration over the angle $ and radius r determines the total noise at the field
point.

The expressions for the magnitude and frequency of the oscillating force were
derived from the form of the expressions for broad-band noise presented in the
preceding section. The form of these expressions for overall noise is SPL :4V 10 log
(V6 Sb) and for peak frequency is f f StV/h Hz. Therefore, the frequency is evaluated
froir the equation

f w/2w Cf V/h Hz (44)
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where Cf is an empirical frequency coefficient and V is tl~f, sectional velocity deter-
mined by the propeller performance program. Experimental data(3 2 ) on vortex
shedding frequency from an NACA0006 airfoil show that Cf is aihout 0.042. The
equation for the force level finally selected is:

F = CFP h V 2 ( )exp(45

The force coefficient CF, like the frequency coefficient Cf, is an empirical factor to
be derived from test data. The Reynolds number factor was introduced to obtain a
better fit of the trend of broad-band noise level with rpm to experimental data from
this program which show a variation like 10 log V4 rather than 10 log V6 . Some
correlations of vortex noise include a thrust term, suggesting that angle of attack or
lift coefficients should be introduced into Eq. (45). Some unpublished data available
to Hamilton Standard shows that angle of attack changes do alter the noise from an
airfoil in a jet. However, since there is insufficient data to establish a trend at this
time, this factor is not included. It is believed to be small for the small range of lift
coefficients associated with a quiet propeller.

Because of the expected random phase of the force from one blade to another,
the sound power of one blade is multiplied by the number of blades. Therefore,
doubling the number of blades increases the broad-band SPL by 3 dB.

"The phase of the oscillating force is expected to be correlated only over a small
radial distance called the "correlation distance". For a two-dimensional airfoil in a
uniform stream it is well known that theory predicts that a reduction of the correlation
length from a value equal to the span reduces the radiated sound power. At the
beginning of this contract it was planned to introduce a correlation length explicitly
into the broad-band calculation program. However, this plan was changed for several
reasons. First, no data were available in time to provide a good value for the cor-
relation length of a non-rotating airfoil. Second, with the assumption that the corre-
lation length equals the chord (corresponding to the diameter of a rod, a representative
value), only about 5 correlated areas were required for the moderate chords of the
first blades tested. With the wider blades tested at the end of the program even fewer
correlated areas would be used. It is believed that more than 5 areas are required to
provide a valid calculation of vortex noise. Third, the combination of radial changes
in airfoil thickness and sectional velocity result in changes in frequency computed
from Eq. (44) of over 2 orders of magnitude. This large radial gradient in frequency
should reduce the correlation length significantly. No data on correlation lengths for
rotating blades was available for use in this program. Lastly, programming is
simplified if the ten radial stations used by the Hamilton Standard propeller perfor-
mance program are used, thereby avoiding interpolation. Therefore, it was decided
to sum the squares of the sound pressures calculated for each of the ten radial stations
provided by the propeller performance program. These same radial stations are
used to compute harmonic rotational noise.
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Trhcory( 3 3 , 34) shows that a harmonically-oscillating force moving in a circular
path produces a series of tones centered about the force frequency. The theory( 3 3 )

also shows that a source of white noise moving in a circular path produces a white
noise at the observer. However, it is known from flight data(2 9 , 30) and from tests
of airfoils in jets that the noise frequency spectrum is neither a discrete tone nor a
white noise but a peaked broad-band spectrum like those shown in Figure 7. The
theory for this type of noise spectrum has not been developed and at the time this
program was started the development of the theory was believed to be beyond the
scope of the program. An extension of the theory by Tanna and Morfey( 3 4) was not
available when the new vortex noise theory was developed. The possibility of further
refinement of the theory using their approach warrants further study. For this
reason, and because of the other approximations discussed above which are used, it
was decided to use the following procedure to integrate Eq. (43):

a. Integrate radially the squares of the sound pressures in each 1/3-octave
band using the 10 radial stations of the propeller performance program.

b. For each radius, sum the squares of the sound pressures calculated for
36 values of circumferential angle 0 at 100 increments.

c. For each radius r and angle 0, compute the pressure amplitude and fre-
quency (with a Doppler correction) from Eqs. (39), (41), (43), (44) and
(45).

d. For each radius and angle this pressure amplitude is converted to an over-
all vortex noise SPL and the noise frequency is considered to be a peak
frequency. The noise SPL in each 1/3-octave band is computed from the
overall vortex noise SPL and peak frequency using the broad-band noise
spectra in Figure 7.

A numerical procedure based on the theory described in this section is coded in

the propeller noise detectability program as vortex noise option 1.

4. EFFECT OF AIRFOIL SHAPE ON VORTEX NOISE

The design of low-noise propellers involves a compromise between rotational
noise and broad-band vortex noise. It would be useful to find geometric parameters
that have little or no effect on rotational noise but which could be adjusted to reduce
the vortex noise. One such parameter is the blade airfoil shape, or thickness dis-
tribution. A presently-accepted theory for propeller vortex noise(2 8 ) contains no
direct effect of airfoil shape on vortex noise. However, the mechanism by which
vortex noise is generated depends strongly on the airfoil boundary layer. This, in
turn, can be strongly influenced by changes of airfoil shape. For moderate subsonic
flight speeds, the choice of propeller airfoil shape traditionally had been determined
by a need for large values of drag-divergence Mach number. It seemed possible that
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sOn, I Otiher aiirfoil sections might provide reductions in vortex noise at the lower
Mach numbers encountered with advanced low-noise propellers. Therefore, a study
of the effect of airfoil shape on vortex noise was conducted.

To establish analytically the effect of airfoil shape on broad-band vortex noise,
one must start with a clear definition of the mechanism by which such noise is gen-
crated. Simplified analyses have tried to relate the broad-band noise of a slender
streamlined airfoil to that of a bluff body having the same maximum thickness. The
Mluff body sheds an unsteady wake and a vortex street; fluctuations of wake flow
direction are accompanied by fluctuations of normal force on the body. Thus, the
separated flow downstream of the body generates an acoustic dipole oriented normal
to the airflow. A large fluctuating wake does not occur downstream of conventional
airfoils, so the direct analogy between airfoil and bluff-body flows is not correct. In
Ref. 28 a different approach was used. The attached turbulent boundary layer was
assumed to fluctuate about its root-mean-square position. This fluctuation was as-
sumed to cause a fluctuation of instantaneous angle of attack, whose magnitude in
radians was given by the ratio of trailing-edge boundary layer thickness to airfoil
chord. Tllhe instantaneous normal force was assumed equal to the product of the nor-
mal force coefficient slope and the fluctuation of angle of attack. Thus, the acoustic
dipole would be caused by shedding of vortices caused by fluctuations in bound vorticity
as the outer potential flow adjustments to the unsteady viscous inner flow.

"Tis description would be reasonable if boundary layers on airfoils grew linearly
with chordwise distance. However, different airfoil shapes with different chordwise
pressure distributions could have vastly different variations of boundary layer growth
along their chords but the same boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge. For the
study described in this section, it was assumed that turbulent fluctuations in the
boundary layer displacement thickness along the airfoil upper and lower surfaces were
not correlated. The chordwise distribution of the difference between these two dis-
placement thicknesses could then be regarded as an instantaneous camber line whose
shape and incidence undergoes fluctuation. The normal force coefficient at any instant
of time was assumed proportional to that which would be computed from steady-state
thery(3 5 ) for a thin airfoil with that combination of camber and incidence. (Within
that theory, the effects of geometric camber, viscous-induced camber caused by the
time-average difference between the upper-surface and lower-surface displacement
thickness, and fluctuations in that viscous-induced camber can be linearly added.)
The fluctuating normal force coefficient then becomes a sum of three contributions.
One comes from a fluctuation of mean-line angle of attack as in Ref. 28. The other
two are the design lift coefficient of the instantaneous camber line and the fluctuating
difference between the instantaneous angle of attack and the camber-line ideal angle
of attack. That is, one must consider both the incidence of a hypotihetical straight
line joining the effective leading and trailing edge points and the combined camber and
incidence of the mean camber line between those points.
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To use this approach, a camber line must be defined from the calculated chord-
wise variation of displacement thickness. At first glance, ordinates of this line might
he .nssumed proportional to the local displacement thickness on one surface. That
assumption would not be correct because it would fail to reproduce the relatively large
effects expected in a region where a strong local adverse pressure gradient occurs,
but the boundary layer is relatively thin. Instead, the camber line was calculated as
the difference between upper-surface and lower-surface displacement thicknesses,
calculated for an uncambered airfoil at zero incidence, but with a different turbulence
level at each surface. The assumed turbulence levels, 0. 1 and I . 0 percent, were not
large enough to cause significant chordwise movement of the transition region, Their
primary effect was on the displacement-thickness growth rate in the transition region
and in regions of adverse pressure gradient.

Boundary layer growth was calculated with a computer program originally

developed for prediction of heat transfer to turbine blades and vanes. Airfoil pres-
sure and temperature distributions, free-stream flow properties, surface roughness,
and turbulence level were supplied as input. The computer program then determined
the growth of the laminar boundary layer, transition region, and turbulent boundary
layer. All airfoils were assumed to have 10-inch chord, 100-microinch surface
roughness, and adiabatic wall temperature. Free-stream static conditions were
standard sea level atmospheric, and the velocities were chosen to provide Reynolds
numbers of 2 x 106 and 3 x 106 based on airfoil chord. The calculated differences in
displacement thickness were smoothed and used as input to an existing digital com-
puter program that calculates the camber-induced loading distribution and lift coef-
ficient, and the angle of attack at which that loading would occur.

The airfoil sections were taken as uncambered, 9%-thickness-ratio NACA airfoils.
Use of the NACA 0009, 65-009, 66-009, and 67-009 airfoils provided minimum-
pressure locations of approximately 10, 50, 60, and 70% chord. Further comparison
with the NACA 16-009 airfoil, which has its minimum pressure near 65% chord, added
a brief look at the effect of the variation of adverse pressure gradient with chordwise
distance. Thickness distributions and incompressible-flow pressure distributions for
the NACA 0009, 66A009, and 16-009 airfoils are shown in Figure 8. The 66A009 air-
foil section, which has a practical trailing-edge shape, is shown in preference to the
66-009 which has a cusped trailing edge.

At these conditions, the transition Reynolds numbers as determined by the corn-
puter program were in the range of 0.4 to 0. 5 x 106 for the lower nominal turbulence
level. Thius, the boundary layer always was turbulent upstream of the minimum-
pressure location for all but the NACA 4-digit series airfoil. Increasing the nominal
turl)ulencc level moved the transition location forward, reducing the transition
Reynolds number to about 0.25 x 106. Thus, the slope of the boundary layer displace-
ment thickness was increased over a forward portion of the airfoil, giving a change in
camber similar to that for deflection of ai leading-edge flap. This change was larger
for the 4,-digit airfoil, for which it occurred in a region of adverse pressure gradient,
than for the other airfoils. Downstream of this transitional region, the boundary
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* ~ ~ vIt ~nt iIt 1, t 4. r t". I ý I i ad ). ab titore responsive Iti turbulIenct (' - e I in ar.
.,i'h i'r.i. pressure gradient than in a mild favorable pressure gradient. Thus, the
NA,\A I.-digit :it foil had a rapid growth of effective camber-line ordinate on thtk.
ftirPi ard portion, moderate gro,•th along much of the chord, and more rapid growth
near the( trailing edge. As the airfoil section was changed to move the minimuin.-
pr'ssure Iot.tfion aft the chaaige wo ordinate was decreased on the forward porrlhon,
r'duc'ed to essentially zero along the i,,id-chord region, and increased near the
ttr. iling edge. Thus, the airfoil with a forward location of minimum pressure had
an effective camber line that qualitatively resembled a large leading-edge flap dc--
flected d(ownward and a large leading-edge flap deflected upward through a small
angle. Aft movement of the minimum-pressure location reduced both the efiective
size and effective deflection angle of the leading-edge flap and reduced the extent but
increased the angle of the trailing-edge flap. Details of the calculated solutions on
the aft part of the airfoil were sensitive to the velocity distribution assumed very near
the trailing edge. In all cases the tabulated velocity gradient between 90 and 957
chord was arbitr.ri1i cý)t:tinue:1 to the trailing edge in place of the tabulated trailing-
edge stagnati,.)n point or cusp flow.

Resulting ca;culated fluctuating lift coefficients are listed in Table IV. The
ahsolute numerical vit,,,v are tnimportant h)e,:ause they are based on a steady-state
lift-curve slope( itnd a puricutly ..orrelated flow. These effects cause the numerical
values to be 'Itgh)l, )'i times thc corresponding estimates from Ref. 28. TWo sets
of numbers are given for each case. The upper set are for an angle of attack (in
radians) equal 4o the change in trailing-edge displacement thickness divided by the
airfoil chord. The lower numbers are the combined effects of camber and incidence,
were small at a Reynolds number of 3 x 106 but were 1/4 to 1/2 as large as those due
to incidence at a Reynolds number of 2 x 106. That lower Reynolds number is repre-
sentative of the tip region of practical quieted propellers. At that condition, aft
movement of the minimum-pressure location had small beneficial effects until, for
the 67 series airfoil, the boundary layer was dominated by the strong adverse pres-
sure gradient on the aft region. The NACA 66 series, which has nearly the same
minimum-pressure location as the NACA 16 series, has a relatively constant adverse
pressure gradient. In contrast, the adverse pressure gradient for the 16 series
becomes stronger as the trailing edge is approached. It was expected that a constant
gradient, or even one that is initially large and becomes weaker with increasing
distance, would cause less overall disturbance than an increasing gradient.

For a Reynolds number of 2 x 106, moving the minimum pressure point down-
stream (that is, changing from the four-digit airfoil to the 65 series and then the 66
series) caused a small increase and then decrease of calculated lift fluctuation caused
1,y comhined - . "-1 incidence. Tho magnitude of this decrease corresponds to
less than a 1. .it, L •iuction of sound pressure level. The 16 bert :"tfokA, 'Aiu, iLd

increasing advt rse pressure i-:adlent on the aft portion, would he about 0. i dB louder
than the 66-series airfoil. Both of these airfoil series have about the same location
of minimum pressure and their shapes are nearly identical over the forward half of
the chord. The 66-series airfoil is slimmer than the familiar 1 6-series propeller
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0i" .;,r ;P- r.! ~.~.ivFigurt %i A further aft mov.ernent of tho -oni
mo;• trtssur. lo Ailion, , ntaine b)v use of the 67-series airfoil, caused very large
(ikenning of thtu ! ý,undary layer on the aft quarter of the chord. This airfoil, which
,oýuld also Iw -xpevted to have poor aerodynamic performance, is predicted to be

(I.I dI noisier than the 66-series airfoil.

Although calcuiltions were not made for tJ( 66-series airfoil at a Reynolds
number of 3 x 106, it is e%(pected that this airfoil would also be best at that condition.
The calculated effects of viscous- induced camber were much smaller at this Reynolds
number than at the lower Reynolds number. Apparently this difference was caused
by the smaller hhordwise extent of laminar flow, which reduced the amount of forward
effective camber. The indicated reduction of lift fluctuation with an increase of
Reynolds number, at constant airfoil shape, is much larger than would be predicted
from Ref. 28. Apparently this large numerical effect was caused by usc of the
same nondimensional turbulence perturbation at both Reynolds numbers. Rt is not,
obvious how this quantitN should have been scaled or the extent to which this apparent

trend should be ,,Aivved

In conclusion, the calculated effect of airfoil shape on broad-band vortex noise at
a Reynolds numoer ot 2 10 1( is relatively small when attention is confined to airfoils
known to have guod aerodynamic performance. The calculated noise was increased
by use of an airfoil with poor aerodynamic performt-nce. The NACA 66A-series of
airfoils is recommended as it is about one decibel quieter than the more conventional
airfoil shapes. Since the 66A sections have not been defined by NACA the following
procedure is used. Up to and including, 45% chord use NACA 66-series section
thicknesses. For chordwise distances > 457 use NACA 65A-series section thick-
nesses at (5 + 55X)/60% chord where X is the % chord for the 65A-series thickness.

Hamilton Standard has two sets of noise data from tests of two 8. 5-foot diameter
OV-l 0 propellers which show an effect of airfoil section on propeller noise. One
propeller had blades made with NACA series 16 and 64 series sections and the other
had blades n ade with NACA series 65 sections. Aside from the difference in sections,
the propellers are identical. That is, the same camber, planform, thickness and twist
are incorporated into both blade designs. Therefore, any difference in noise, for the
same power and rpm, should be due only to the difference in blade section. Noise data
were obtained at tip Mach numbers from . 6 to .9, which are above that appropriate for
a quiet aircraft. Analysis of harmonic noise levels determined from the far-field data
shows that, for the higher harmonics, the NACA 65 sections are several dB quieter
than the 16/64 sections. The data have not been analyzed for broad-band noise. These
data indicate that harmonic noise can be reduced by optimizing blade airfoil section,
* , : r.ny effect on broad-band noise has not been determined yet.
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FXPERIMIENTA1. PROGRAM

i. [N~mm(cIrio'F(N,

-,i ring the course of the contract, five acoustic noise test programs were con-
ducted to provide a data bank on the noise characteristics of very-low--tip-speed
propellers for the verification and development of the propeller noise detectability
program. Four-bladed and two-bladed 11.25-foot diameter propellers tested as
tractors were included in these test programs. In addition, a test of a four-bladed
pusher propeller was included to investigate the effect of the test rig on noise. All
tests were conducted on an outdoor propeller test rig located at the Hilltop Facility
of Hamilton Standard. The tests were conducted during the night, generally between
the hours of midnight and six a. m. , when the most favorable wind and ambient noise
conditions exist.

"Tle noise waL measured on a 50-foot radius with two data recording systems.
One used a microphone located at ground level to measure the low frequency rota-
tional (Wtne) noise and the other used a microphone located at approximately 4. 5 feet
from t1w ground to measure the mid- and high-frequency vortex noise. The effects
of the ground plane on the measured noise were evaluated experimentally and appr-
priate corrections applied to the measured noise.

'rhle low-frequency noise was analyzed using a narrow, constant-bandwidth
frequency filter to determine the levels of the harmonics of rotational noise. The
mid- and high-frequency components were analyzed by 1/3-octave bands.

2. PROPELLER TEST FACILITY

Tho propellers tested in this program were run on the propeller test rig shown
in Figures 9 and 10. The centerline of the horiiontal drive shaft is 17 feet above
the ground so that the propeller ground clearanc(. is approximately 12 feet. The shaft
is direct-driven by a 100-horsepower, variable--speed electric motor whose output
power with shaft rotational speed is shown in Figure 11.

The propeller shaft speed was measured with a magnetic pickup excited by a
30-tooth wheel on the speed-control tachometer drive (rotating at twice shaft speed)
anm read directly on a frequency counter. The short-term stability and accuracy
of measurement was 41 rpm from near zero to 1200 rpm.



G30793

Figure 9. Propeller Test Rig - Front View
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2L -~pq.und tu'*1 _k ie . axial thrust ring
t .-! ,# , bearing cartridge. The mrete r a four-arm strain-gage

hr•e•g, . ,no .utpiu of which was fed through an amplifier and read out in pounds on a
digital ,-p,. The thrust meter was calibrated as a system using a Bytex JP2000
precis i4) load cell of nominal accuracy of 2 pounds. The readout accuracy, including
non-linearity and temperature effects, is about -_44 of full scale, or +80 pounds.

Propeller torque was measured using a BLIH strain gage torque meter having a
full scale of 10,000 ft-lb. This meter was calibrated as a system using dead weights
and a known moment arm to a full scale of 1000 ft-lb. The accuracy of the torque
system is approximately +.5% of full scale, or +50 ft-lb.

A back-up system was used to monitor motor input power. The armature current
and voltage were measured and the propeller input power derived from these measure-

iments and the motor efficiency curve shown in Figure 12. This efficiency curve
was derived from motor input power measurements made at several motor speeds at

no load (i.e., without a propeller).

It is recognized that the measurements of thrust and torque made with the load
cells described above are of limited use due to their large full-scale capacity. These
load cells existed in the test rig which was used in the past for testing significantly

higher thrust propellers. It is believed, however, that the data from these load
cells are useful in interpreting the test data.

3. PROPELLER NOISE MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

Propeller noise was measured at the locations shown schematically in Figure 13.

Rotational tone noise was measured using a microphone located at ground level on a
50-foot radius from the center of the propeller at true azimuths of 450, 67. 50, 900,
112. 5", and 1350 (0 is on the propeller axis in the forward direction) for the first
three tests. During the last two tests (with 47X-464 blades) two microphone locations
were added in order to permit estimating the tone noise levels on the axis by
extrapolation in azimuth angle. One was at 50 feet and 200 azimuth; the other was
at 80 feet and 120 off the axis.

The broad-band noise was measured using a microphone mounted on a tripod at
approximately 4. 7 feet above the ground. Propeller noise measurements were made
on a 50-foot radius from the center of thc propeller. For the first three tests,
measurements were made at 22.50, 450, 67.50, 900, 112.50, and 1350 true azimuth.
Also, one microphone was located at 12 feet above the ground plane to measure

the noise at 6o azimuth. For the last two tests, the last microphone location des-
cribed above was changed to 4. 7 feet above the ground, resulting in an azimuth of
140.
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'te 50-foot radius was selected because It represented a good compromise
between near and far acoustic fields, ambient background noise, evenness of the
ground, and the location of major obstructions in the acoustic field.

4. ACOUSTIC FIELD CALIBRATION AND AMBIENT NOISE MEASUREMENT

The effects of the ground plane on the noise were investigated and appropriate
correction factors derived for adju3ting the data to free-field conditions. For the
low-frequency harmonic noise, measured by a microphone on the ground, it was
anticipated that a pressure doubling effect would occur, resulting in a 6-dB increase
over the same measurement made in a free-field environment. This was verified
as follows. A speaker was mounted on the propeller test rig at the location on the
propeller center. A sine-wave oscillator was used to generate tones through the
speaker. A microphone, placed on the ground at 50 feet from the speaker, was
used to measure the level of the tone. The microphone was then slowly raised above
the ground until a minimum level was indicated. This reading was noted. The
microphone we- then raised further until a maximum reading was again obtained.
This was done for the frequency range 60 to 250 Hz. It was not practical to go lower
than 60 Hz because: a) the output from the speaker was decreasing, b) the background
noise was higher at low irequencies, c) it was not possible to raise the microphone
to a sufficient height to obtain a minimum, and d) even had the microphone been
raised to the null point, the difference in path length between the direct wave and
the reflected wave would result in errors.

The minimum reading occurs when the reflected wave and the direct wave arrive
exactly out of phase and thus cancel. If the intensity of the two are the same, then
they cancel completely and no sound is heard. On the other hand, at the maximum
the two waves reinforce and the level measured is their sum. We thus have two
equations in two unknowns as follows:

Pmax -PD itP

Pmin PD PR

fromr which:
2P

AdB 20 log (Pmax/PD) = 20 log max
(P max min)

where PmO is the acoustic pressure measured during reinforcement, Pmin is the

acoustic pressure measured during cancellation, PD is the acoustic pressure of the

direct wave, PR is the acoustic pressure of the reflected wave, and AdB is the

increase in measured sound pressure level due to one reflection. Figure 14 presents
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Figure 14. Ground Reflection Corrections for Tone Noise
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the' results obtained by applying the above equation to the measurements. Also Shown
-re the estimated actual increments derived from interpolations to the actual Pmin'

since it was not possible to obtain this value directly due to background noise.
The resulting curve approaches 6 dP, i.e., the ground appears to be a near-perfect
reflector at low frequencies. It was thus concluded that a 6 dB correction should be
applied to all the data from the ground-plane microphone to adjust the measurements
to equivalent free-field conditions.

The acoustic field corrections for the microphones mounted on the tripods were
determined using random noise output from the speaker located at the center cf the
propeller. The signal was analyzed by 1/3-octave bands. The microphone was then
moved toward the speaker, from 50 feet to 12.5 feet, along a line passing from the
microphone to the center of the speaker, Assuming spherical spreading of sound,
any reflected wave would be at least 10 dB below the direct wave at the 12. 5 foot
location (the distance, to the ground being 17 feet, the ratio of the path length of one
reflection from the ground to the distance from the speaker to the microphone is 3).
The 1/3-octavc band levels from the microphone at 12. 5 feet were decrea&ed by 12 dB
ior spherical spreading from 12. 5 to 50 feet and compared to those measured at 50 feet.
The difference was attributed to ground reflections. The corrections thus derived are
shown in Table V. These levels are to he added to the measured levels for correction
to equivalent free-field conditions.

Note that it is not simpler to use a microphone located at ground level to measure
the broad-band noise as well as the low frequency tone noise because at high fre-
quency: a) the ground is not a perfect reflector, b) the reflections would be diffuse
and, thus, the correction to be applied would be dependent on the local ground
composition, c) the dimensions of the microphone (one-inch diameter) approach the
wavelength of the sound, d) the acoustic field would have to be calibrated anyway.

The ambient background noise and noise of the propeller rig were measured at
each of the noise measurement locations. The rotational speed of the rig had a
negligible effect on the rig noise. Table VI summarizes the average background and
rig noise which was found to be typical for a windless night. The azimuths given
are those of the broad-band noise measurement locations.

5. ACOUSTIC DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA REDUCTION SYSTEMS

The acoustic data from the first two tests were acquired using a system con-
sisting of:

a. A Bruel & Kjaer (B&K) one-inch condenser microphone type 4131.

1). A B&K type 2203 sound level meter.

c. A Kudelski Nagra III single-track magnetic tape recorder operated at 7. 5
inches per see with CCIR equalization.
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TABLE V

GROUNI) RIV:LECTI()N CORRECTIONS FOR BROAD-BAND PROPELLER NOISE

Acoustic Field Acoustic Field

ll:-Octave Band Corrections for Corrections for

Center Frequency the 4.7-ft Mic. the 12-ft Mic.*

25 Hz -6 dB -6 dB

31.5 -_ -6

40 -5.5 -5

50 -5 -4

62.5 -3.5 -1

80 -1.5 2

100 -2 -2

125 -2.5 -2

160 9 -4

200 5 -2

250 -i 0

315 -5 -3

400 -4,5 -1

500 -1.5 -4

625 -2.5 -2

S00 -- -3

1000 -2 -2

1250 -2.5 -2.5

1600 -2 -2

2000 -3 -3

2500 -2 -2

3150 -2 -2

4000 -3 -3

5000 -2.5 -2.5

0250 -1.5 -1.5

8000 -1 -1

10000 -1 -1

*Used during the first two test periods only.
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TABLE VI

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND PROPELLER TEST RIG NOISE

Azimuth Angle
1 '3-Octae Band
Center Frequency 6-14.5° 22.50 450 67.50 900 112.5° 1350

25 Htz 51 dB 58 dB 50 dB 53 dB 51 dB 50 dB 50 dB
31.5 51 55 53 5,4 58 55 54
40 46 50 46 48 46 46 47
50 49 52 50 49 49 50 51
62. 5 48 50 51 48 48 48 50
80 47 48 50 48 48 51 52

100 -44 47 48 48 49) 50 5:1
125 4; 50 50 52 51 51 51
160 43 48 51 52 53 53 53
200 8,9 46 47 47 46 46 47
250 40 45 44 45 46 47 48
315 42 44 42 45 47 47 50
•100. 42 41 43 45 4,6 48 50
500 413 40 40 41 42 45 47
625 -41 36 38 41 41 43 45
800 40 35 36 37 39 42 42

1000 36 33 35 35 36 39 41
1250 36 32 34 35 35 37 38
1600 45 37 39 42 40 45 41
2000 33 29 29 30 31 33 34
2500 29 26 27 28 29 30 32
:1150 27 28 29 29 33 31 32

I 000 26 25 23 29 27 25 28
500) 23 2.1 28 26 2.1 23 24

(6250 22 24 23 23 23 22 25

800() 21 21 21 23 22 21 22

10000 20 24 20 21 20 20 21
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d. A lI& K tvpt, .123 i microphone calibrator producing a 94 diW acoustic sigral
at 1000 Wz.

V. A H&K one -inch condenser microphone affixed to a B&K type AO-0033
10-foot extension cable (for the microphone located 12 feet above the ground).

The data from the last three tests were acquired using the above equipment except
that the recording station was remote from the microphone. Thus, a B&K type 2801
power supply was used in conjunction with a 200-foot extension cable to power a B&K
type 2613 one-inch cathode follower.

The tape recordings were played back on an Ampex AG500 tape player. The
equalization of this machine was adjusted such that the frequency response of the
total data acquisition/playback system was within +1 dB from 20 to 14,000 Hz with
a gradual roll-off to -3 dB at 10 Hz.

The data from the ground-plane microphone were analyzed by means of a Spectral
Dynamies SDI01B Frequency Analyzer. A 5-Hz bandwidth filter was used for all the
data except that from 900 azimuth microphone where a 1. 5 Hz filter was required to
extract the levels of the tones from the other noise components. The analysis range
was 10 to 210 Hz for the 150 and 200 ft/sec tip speed conditions, and 10 to 410 Hz
for the higher tip speed conditions, except for the data from the final test. Since this
test was run with a two-bladed propeller rather than a four-bladed propeller, the
analysis frequency ranges were halved. These ranges covered approximately 10
harmonics of the blade passage frequency. A -6dB correction for ground reflection
was added to all the tone data.

The data from the vortex noise microphone positions were analyzed using a
General Radio 1921 Real Time 1/3-Octave Band Analyzer with band center frequencies
from 25 to 10,000 Htz. Each band level was corrected for background noise as
follows:

Correck-d IA'vei 10 log [antilog (SPL/10) - antilog (BKG/10)]

where SPI, is the measured 1/3-octave band level and BKG is the background noise
level in that band at that measurement location (from Table VI). Since the measured
levels were rounded to the nearest decibel, the background correction was applied
only when the measured level exceeded the background noise by 1 dB or more. Ii
this was not the case, then no further correction was applied to the data and it wa
considered to be background noise rather than signal and, thus, not to be used.
The data were then adjusted for ground reflections by applying the corrections from
Table V.
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In some cases, particularly in the low-frequency bands and for the higher tip-
speed operating condition, it was observed that some bands were distinctly higher in
level than the hands immediately on either side, indicating the presence of a tone.

Thus, a similar analysis to that described for the rotational noise was done on this
on this data. Where a tone was noted, its level (or in the case of a band covering the
frequency range of several tones the logarithmic sum of the tone levels), was compared
to the level of the 1,,'3-octave band of that frequency iange. If the levels agreed within
3 dB, it was assumed that the 1/3-octave band level was due to tones and not to
broad-band noise and, thus, not used for comparison with estimated vortex noise.

The width ol ;, !, Hz filter did not allow the determination of the signal level
between tones. Therefore, the data from the fourth test were more extensively
analyzed using t wii rofwor filter. For this analysis the vortex noise data were
analyzed over t'e range 10 to 600 Hz using a 1.5 ltz bandwidth filter. Tlhe tones were
eliminated and 0 i r(-.,f iil• igrated between 1/3-octave band frequency limits and the
corresponding I ýt ocLavw? ba•d sound pressure levels calculated. These were then
corrected for I t +.g•oud ,,oi'f,, and ground plane effects and used for correlation
with vortex nois.., alctilat,,ns.

6. DISCUSSION OF I F.V I u.IK4i 'rs

a. Propel, 'l.'i t Configurations

Four propellei configurations were tested in this program. Allwere 11.25
feet in diameter. The first three propellers were four-bladed. The last configuration
tested was the third propeller with two blades removed. Figure 15 and the following
table present the blade characteristics of the propellers tested while Figure 16 shows
a comparison of their planforms. All propellers were tested in the tractor mode;
io e., the propeller wake passed through the rig supporting structure.

Blade d-signation 47X-394 and 47X-451 47X-464

Activity factor 112.9 213.8

Maximum chord 11.4 in. 19. 1 in.

Integrated design CL 0.60 0. 5384

Airfoil section NACA 64A NACA 66A

The first blade configuration (47X-394) was an existing configuration designed
for a STOL aircraft. The second blade configuration (47X-451) was derived from
the first blade configuration by increasing the blade twist near the tip. The purpose
of this change was to reduce blade loading and angle of attack near the tip in order
to simulate typical conditions In flight rather than static operation. The third blade
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Figure 15. Blade Characteristics
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Figure 16. Blade Planforms
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configuration was designed to minimize both h'irmoniC loading noise and broad-band
noise within the capabilities of an available p-,opeller hub and blade forging. Theory
indicates that increasing blade chord reduces, harmonic loading noise for a given rpm
and thrust. A design study of vortex noise trends was made using a preliminary
version of the new vortex noise method with the coefficients based on broad-band
noise data from the first two propellers tested. The study indicated that increasing
blade chord also would reduce propeller vortex noise. The use of an existing blade
forging resulted in a chord of about 19 inches and the activity factor to 213. 8 compared
to a chord of 11.4 inches and an activity factor of 112.9 for the first two blade con-
figurations tested. Based on the study of airfoil sections reported in Section V.4,
NACA 66A sections were used in order to reduce vortex noise further. The method
of determining the thickness distribution for this new section is described at the
end of Section V. 4. In order to facilitate a comparison with the first two propeller
configurations, the diameter of 11.25 feet was retained. The hub permitted tests of
both 4-bladed and 2-bladed configurations of the new wide 47X-464 blades.

A brief investigative program was conducted after the second test period in
order to determine rig blockage effects on the propeller noise. For this third test
program, the second propeller test configuration was reversed and run as a pusher
propeller.

b. Propeller Test Conditions

The test conditions for the five test periods are summarized in Table VII.
The thrust and power are averages of the rotational noise and broad-band noise data
runs for the tip speed and blade angle shown. The powers shown are based on the rpm
and measured torque.

Although the wind speed is given as a range, most of the data samples were
taken during calm periods since it was possible to see the anemometer and thus
record data between gusts. In many cases the anemometer was still; i. e., the wind
was less than 1 mph.

c. Rotational Harmonic Noise

The measured harmonic noise levels are presented in Tables VIII through
XII. All the levels shown have been adjusted to equivalent free-field conditions.

Figure 17 presents the rotational noise harmonics for the middle blade angle
and 200 ft/sec tip speed at three azimuths. It can be seen that the levels of the
harmonics do not decrease rapidly as is commonly predicted by theory for low tip
speed propellers. One possible explanation for this phenomenon appeared to be
interference from the rig. As a consequence, the third test prokram was conducted
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TABLE V'U

I'ltiI.ELLFR TEST CONDITIONS

1evit I 't'oio No. 1I.4.7 x :194 Wlades. August 22, 1970

Blade Angle
RPM Tip Speed at 0. 75 Radius Thrust Horsepower

"25 ft/s 1970 134 lbs 6.7.. ).0 157.4ee197

339 200 19.70 250 17.4
547 322 19,70 729 72.7
254 150 13.70 95 3.9
3410 200 13.7 201 8.0
510 300 13.70 490 34.1
650 3.383 13.70 805 72.9
"255 150 8.70 65 2.1
3-11 200 8.70 156 6. 1
511 300 8.70 370 19.8
750 442 8.70 751 72.7

Temperature range: 45 to 540F
Barometric pressure: 29.95 to 30.02 in. Hg
Wind speed: 0 to 2 mph

"Test Period No. 2. 47 x 451 blades. October 17, 1970

Blade Angle
RPM Tip Speed at 0. 75 Radius Thrust Horsepower

250 147 ft/sec 16.40 186 lbs 5.0
:140 200 16.40 315 10.5
609 :3153 16.40 800 69.6
250 1-17 12.4 130 3.8
3•.0 200 12.40 215 7.5
510 300 12.40 484 32.8
670 395 12.40 832 78.6
3-10 200 8.40 167 6.0
520) 306 8.40 359 18.4
750 442 8.40 743 70.0

Temperature range: 34 to 37 0 F
Barometric pressure: 30. 07 in. Hg
Wind speed: 0 to 2 mph
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TABLE VII (Cont.)

Test Period No. 3. 47 x 451 Blades, Pusher Configuration. January 30, 1971

Blade Angle
RPM Tip Speed at 0. 75 Radius Thrust Horsepower

255 150 ft/sec 12.50 130 lbs 3.8
:3.40 200 12.50 215 7.5
510 300 12.5 484 :32.8
650 :383 12.50 790 75.0

Meteorological data not taken.

,rest Period No. 4. 47 x 464 Blades, 4 Blades. February 17, 1971

Blade Angle
RPM Tip Speed at 0.75 Radius Thrust Horsepower

255 L50 ft/s,,c 15.0° 321 lbs 8.7
.340 200 15.00 47 19.2
510 300 15.0 896 59.7
'255 150 11.4 0 199 6.7
340 200 11.4 301 13.8
510 300 11.40 640 44.4
600 353 11.40 881 73.2
255 150 8.1) 187 6.7
.10 200 8.10 292 13.6

0510 :300 8.1 551 :35.7
680 400 8. 10 916 77. 1

Temple('rature viaige: 9 to 18 F
BaromeLtrilc pressure: 30.13 in. Hg
Wind speed: 0 to 3 mph
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TABLE VII (Concluded)

'•est Period No. 5. 47 x 464 Blades, 2 Blades. March •, 1971

Blade Angle T
RPM Tip Speed at 0.75 Radius Thrust Horsepower

255 150 ft/sec 10.90 40 lbs 4.4
:;40 200 10.90 125 8.6
510 300 10.90 345 25.0
600 353 10.90 485 38.0
680 400 10.9° 631 53.0
765 451 10.90 819 75.0

Temperature range: 28 to 300F
Barometric pressure: 30. 00 in. Hg
Wind speed: 0 to 3 mph
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TABLE VIII

SUMMARY OF THE TONE LEVELS FOR THE 47 X 394 BLADES

19.7° Blade Angle

Azimuth Angle

Tip Speed Harmonic 450 67.5° 900 112.50 1350

150 ft/sec 1 61 dB 53 dB 52.5 dB 53.5 dB 60.5 dB
2 50.5 49.5 39 47 52
3 54.5 47.5 47 47 53
4 52 47.5 41 46 51
5 48.5 44.5 43 41 48
6 47 41 47

200 1 64.5 60 51.5 61 58
565. 53.5 44 58 61S 60 5 2 405 565.

. 58 50.5 42.5 54 57
5 55 51 53.5 58
6 55.5 49.5 52 57
7 53 49.5 50.5 56
S51 50.5 49.5 53
9 49.5 47 47 52

10 49, 5 46 49 55
11 51 47.5 50.5 52
12 50.5 47 50 51.5

13 48.5 47 49.5 52.5

322 1 68.5 67.5 64 66 70.5
2 64 65 54.5 68 73
3 64.5 73
4 60.5 69
5 60 169
6 61 '70.5
7 61.5 70
8 63 70.5

9 62 68
10 60 67
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TABLE VIII (Cont.)

13. 7 0IMade Angle

Azimuth Angle

Tip Speed Harmonic 450 67.5° 900 112.50 1350

150 ft/sec 1 50 dB 49 dB 51.5 dB 50 dB 46.5 dB
2 40 36.5 34.5 37.5 44
3 39 42 43.5 45 47
4 40 38 31.5 36 39.5
5 42 37 32 38.5 44.5

200 1 57 52 49 53.5 55
2 49 46 39 46 51
3 49.5 42 37.5 43 51
4 52 41 36 42 50.5
5 52.5 45 38.5 40 50.5
6 53 50
7 50 48
8 49 46
9 46.5 44

10 43.5 46
11 46 48
12 46.5 49.5
13 47 47
14 47 45

30i0 1 62 65 63 58.5 64.5
2 62 59 48 55 58.5
:3 58.5 54 49 53.5 60.5
4 59 56.5 44.5 49.5 57.5
5 59.5 57 42 50.5 55.5
6 57 52 57
7 57 52 61
8 59 53 62
9 58 53 56

10 57 52.5 55
11 56 52 55.5
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TABLE VIII (Cont.)

13. 7( Blade Angle (Concluded)

Azimuth Angle

Tip Speecd Harmonic 450 67.50 900 112.50 1350

383 ft/sec 1 62.5 dB 70 dB 74 dB 72.5 dB 70 dB
2 63.5 61 52.5 63.5 66
3 63 60 51.5 61 63
4 62 62 50 59.5 64.5
5 62 59 60 64.5
6 66 61 60.5 65
7 66 61.5 62 67
s 66 60.5 60 64.5

63 59.5 58.5 66.5

8.70 Bladc qle

I Azimuth Angle

Tip Speed iarmonic 450 67.50 900 112.50 1350

150 ft/sec 1 57 dB 52 dB 54 dB 50 dB 51.5 dB
2 41.5 40.5 36.5 40.5 42.5
3 39.5 43 47 47 51
4 37.5 38 33 38 43.5
5 40.5 39 38.5 40.5 44

200 1 54.5 47.5 46.5 45.5 55
2 53 42 40.5 45.5 47

45 42.5 37.5 43.5 50.5

4 49 42.5 40.5 41.5 48.5
5 44.5 40.5 41.5 42.5 45.5
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TABLE VIII (Concluded)

s. 70 BlIde Angle (Concluded)

Azimuth Angle

Tip Speed Harmonic 450 67.5° 900 112.50 1350

:00 ft/sec 1 61 dB 55.5 dB 61 dB 56 dB 56 dB
2 59 52 47 54 58
3 57 52 47.5 54 56
4 54.5 49 42 47 55
5 53 50.5 40 48.5 53
6 49 43 46.5 52
7 52 45.5 50 51
8 52 47.5 50 53
9 54 47.5 48 53

10 52 48 48.5 53
11 51 47 46.5 49

442 1 68 64 65 70 69
2 69 62 53.5 61 64
3 62 64.5 54 62 65

4 62 61 52.5 59 61
5 61 59.5 59.5 62
6 62.5 58 63 61.5
7 61 58.5 61.5 63
8 61.5 55 62 62
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TABLE IX

SUMMARY OF THE TONE LEVELS FOR THE 47X451 BLADES

0
All data for 90 azimuth angle

Blade Angle Tip Speed, ft/sec
at 0. 75 Radius Maximum 147 200 300 353 395 442

16.40 1 45 dB 48 dB 63 dB
2 40 45 57
3 40 45 60

4 35 45 53
5 42 47 56

6 43 54
7 54

8 51
0

12.4 1 46 49 56 dB 72 dB

2 36 40 53 73
3 40 36 55 74
4 31 41 47 71

5 40 42 50 78
6 35 41 75
7 39 47 78

8 28 71
9 71

8.4 1 44 57 70 dB
2 36 45 56

40 44 51

I 41 47 4s
5 41 47 52

; 39 .19
7 44 ,6

8 38 49
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TABLE X

SUMMARY OF THE TONE LEVELS FOR THE 47X451 BLADES

WITH THE PROPELLER IN A PUSHER CONFIGURATION

All data at 12. 50 blade angle

_Azi -nuth
Tip Speed Harmonic 450 67.50 900 112.5°0 1350

150 ft/sec 1 48 dB 54 dB 39 dB 42 dB 50 dB
2 48 48 45 48 48
3 48 44 45 49
4 48 42 44 46
5 46 44 43 41
6 44 42 42 40
7 44 40 39 41
8 43 41 39 40
9 41 38 38 40

10 41 39 39 39

200 1 56 55 45 58 59
2 57 54 43 54 55
3 60 56 43 52 51
4 54 52 52 55
5 52 53 47 52
6 48 47 45 47
7 48 46 44 49
8 48 43 43 46
9 46 40 46

300 1 65 66 57 64 65
2 62 60 51 63 65

65 59 46 63 65
, 60 55 44 59 63
5 56 54 41 58 60
6 56 49 40 54 58
7 56 48 42 52 56
8 55 47 40 50 55
9 53 46 48 52

383 1 72 69 74 72 78
2 76 68 56 66 67
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TABLE X (Concluded)

All data at 12. 50 blade angle

Azimuth

Tip Speed Harmonic 450 67.50 900 112.50 1350

383 ft/sec 3 73 dB 64 dB 62 dB 64 dB 68 dB
4 74 58 56 60 64
5 69 58 54 58 60
6 68 58 52 56 60
7 66 53 52 51 58
8 63 48 52 52 58
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TABLE XI

SUMMARY OF THE TONE LEVELS FOR THE 47X464 BLADES

15.0( blade angle

Azimuth Angle

Tip Speed Harmonic 1220(80 ft) 200 450 67.50 900 112.50 1350

150 ft/sec 1 59 dB 54 dB 57 dB 52 dB 45 dB 63 dB 57 dBI

2 54 55 54 49 39 60 54
3 56 55 48 48 37 58 54
4 52 52 50 49 40 58 58
5 54 53 51 51 41 59 55
6 54 54 54 49 40 56 59
7 54 50 49 47 42 58 52
8 51 52 50 47 37 56 52
9 52 50 51 47 36 56 51

10 50 52 50 47 37 58 53

200 1 57 61 64 56 53 68 68
2 54 56 60 53 52 66 62
3 49 61 60 48 49 64 62
4 50 61 61 47 48 67 62
5 50 59 58 51 47 64 64
6 48 63 62 48 47 62 62
7 49 60 59 47 53 64 59
8 49 57 48 47 47 63 62
9 50 59 50 46 42 62 60

300 1 74 74 66 69 62 66 66
2 66 66 71 66 54 60 64
3 71 69 67 58 56 63 70
4 68 68 66 56 52 62 70
5 72 70 69 57 52 61 65
6 68 71 68 60 51 62 66
7 70 72 66 60 52 62 68
8 67 68 64 56 51 57 66
9 66 66 64 56 49 60 66

10 62 68 62 56 48 58 60
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TABLE XI (Cont.)

11.4( blade angle

Azimuth Angle ._

Tip Speed Harmonic 12080 ft)20 450 67.5' 900 112.50 135'

150 ft/sec 1 61 dB 54dB 56dB 52 dB 52 dB 53dB 52 dB
2 55 49 50 48 43 45 47
3 49 45 45 42 42 40 44
4 ,46 44 42 43 40 40 45
5 50 47 45 46 44 44 44
6 50 50 44 45 42 40 47
7 49 44 44 47 50 42 48
8 49 45 4:3 43 41 43 46
9 48 46 42 43 43 40 46

10 45 45 42 44 43 43 45

200 1 66 58 61 56 60 54 62
2 66 56 61 47 48 48 51
:3 56 48 58 44 45 45 46
4 58 52 50 46 51 48 56
5 60 52 53 46 47 46 52

6 59 55 53 46 41 49 54
7 56 54 52 46 46 49 50
8 57 50 54 46 44 48 50

9 57 54 52 46 40 46 52

300 1 G8 71 68 66 48 64 71
2 59 66 65 60 :39 58 69
3 64 68 60 60 40 58 64
41 63 69 64 59 4:3 60 58
5 65 72 66 57 42 58 62
6 64 71 67 59 33 61 61
7 64 70 61 60 40 57 66
8 62 65 62 56 43 56 63
9 60 67 64 57 35 56 60

10 60 66 62 59 34 56 58

353 1 69 66 74 68 66 77 7 0
2 70 61 69 62 45 66 69
3 67 70 67 69 44 61 71

1 4 67 72 64 64 37 6,4 67
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'I'AB1LE XI (Cont.)

11. .I4 blade :'igle (Concluded)

Azimuth Angle

Tip Speed Harmonic 120(80 ft) 200 4 u A 1350

:15.1 ft;sec 5 67 dB 74dB 68dB 68dB 33dB 96dB 66dB
6 69 72 67 68 33 61 70
7 66 70 67 67 41 61 68
8 66 69 66 68 36 64 67
9 64 66 64 64 39 60 66

10 60 65 63 62 36 58 64
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TABLE XI (Cont.)

,. 1 blade angle

Azimuth Angle

'rip Speed Harmonic 120(80 ft) 200 450 67.50 900 112.50 1350

150 ft/sec 1 46 dB 53 dB 56dB 49 dB 44dB 50 dB 56dB
2 47 45 52 50 42 44 48
3 48 42 49 42 31 44 45

4 44 40 48 44 31 45 46
5 45 43 50 44 35 44 50
6 49 46 52 40 33 42 48
7 45 44 51 42 37 44 50
8 46 45 51 38 33 44 48
9 46 46 49 40 34 42 48

10 44 45 50 40 33 44 46

200 1 63 61 56 56 52 57 56
2 57 55 48 47 41 49 53

3 51 56 47 54 38 52 50

4 53 54 49 52 41 50 52
5 54 53 50 47 40 51 48
6 50 54 50 50 38 48 50
7 51 56 47 50 38 49 52
8 54 54 48 52 38 49 51

9 50 50 47 49 36 48 50
1063 67 60 66 68 61 62
10 63 6726

2 58 63 66 54 48 64 62

3 56 64 56 55 49 60 61
4 56 64 56 58 48 63 60
5 58 60 60 53 46 59 60

6 57 63 55 54 46 61 61
7 54 63 58 53 45 56 63
8 54 61 56 52 50 57 63

9 52 60 57 50 47 57 61
10 55 59 54 53 40 55 58

Ioo 1 70 74 6 176 74 76 7.1

2_ 69 71 7_1 62 56 64 72

66 69 67 65 56 66 71
62 66 70 62 54 64 { 75
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TABLE XI (Concluded)

S. 1( lade angle (Concluded)

Azimuth Angle

Tip Speed Harmonic 12o(80 ft) 200 4501 67.50 900 112.50 1"35

400 ft/sec 5 65 dB 71 dB 68 dB 62 dB 48 dB 60 dB 68 dB
6 62 67 67 63 51 61 68
7 60 66 69 60 53 62 65
8 62 66 67 60 52 63 64
9 54 64 70 58 52 62 63
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TABLE XII

SUMMARY OF TONE LEVELS FOR THE 47X464 BLADES
IN A TWO-BLADED PROPELLER CONFIGURATION

10.9 I) lade angle

Azimuth Angle _

0 0 00 0 C"Tip Speed Harmonic 120(80 ft) 200 450 67.5 90 112.5 135

150 ft/sec 1 33 dB 38dB 42 dB 39 dB 38dB 37 dB 41dB
2 46 51 50 49 42 41 48
3 44 48 49 44 36 38 42

4 42 50 45 40 37 38 43
5 41 47 46 40 32 37 39
6 46 49 47 42 39 31 42
7 44 43 33 41

8 43 41 35
9 45 45

10 44 45

200 1 49 61 62 53 53 50 51

2 51 71 63 48 46 49 52
3 54 69 63 47 50 47 52
4 52 67 62 46 39 ,t6 49
5 50 65 60 43 40 45 50
6 49 62 56 43 41 50

7 46 59 57 42 44 47
8 48 57 58 42 47

9 42

300 1 67 74 72 72 72 72 6h
2 64 80 76 60 57 63 63
3 65 79 76 61 50 5 • 62
4 64 75 71 62 52 58 62
5 63 74 70 62 60 61
6 59 76 68 58 56 62
7 61 71 66 56 59 61

8 59 71 68s 58 56 (;I
9 5s 69 68 57 5s 60

10 57 68 67 58 56 60
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TABLE XII (Concluded)

w0. b hlade angle

Azimuth Angle

'rip Speed Harmonic 120(80 ft) 200 450 67.50 900 112.50 1350

353 ft,'sec 1 68dB 77 dB 76dB 74dB 78dB 78 dB 72 dB
2 72 81 70 61 63 67 66
3 72 82 68 60 59 64 63
4 72 77 68 59 59 63 65
5 70 77 71 60 56 62 64
6 67 74 70 62 56 61 66
7 67 74 72 62 62 64
8 70 70 66 61 61 65
9 68 72 67 60 60 65

10 68 71 64 60 63 64

4 51 1 73 82 84 84 88 88 85
2 82 86 82 71 76 78 79
3 82 86 82 74 69 72 81
4 83 83 78 74 68 71 82
5 80 83 79 75 69 69 81
6 78 82 78 72 70 70 78
7 75 83 76 70 70 69 80

72 78 72 67 68 80
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in which the 47X451 propeller was run in a pusher configuration; i.e. , the propeller
wake was moving away from the rig rather than through it. The results, shown in
Table X, do not appear to be significantly different from those of the other propeller
configurations. A more detailed analysis of the data is discussed in Section VII. 2. a.

Another area of significance is in the directivity pattern of the harmonic
rotational noise. Figure 18 shows the directivity of the first, second, and tenth
harmonics of blade passing frequency for the 47X464, 4-bladed propeller at 300 ft/sec
tip speed. Whereas from theory one would expect the maximum to occur slightly
behind the plane of rotation with little or no tone noise ahead and behind the propeller,
the pattern shown in Figure 18 appears to be rotated 900, with the maximum occurring
along the propeller axis and very little noise in the plane of rotation.

d. Broad-Band Vortex Noise

The 1/3-octave band vortex noise levels are presented in Tables XIII through
XV. The levels shown have been corrected for background noise and are adjusted to
equivalent free-field conditions.

The data from the fourth test, on the 47X464 blades in a four-bladed con-
figuration, were derived from narrow-band analyses as described previously.
Figure 19 shows a typical plot generated for this analysis. Of significance is the
width of the peaks. These are seen to be narrow and approximately equal to the
filter-response curve at the low-frequencies but are broader at the higher frequencies
indicating the presence of narrow-band random noise. Further discussion of this
figure is presented in Section VI, 2. c.

A comparison of the broad-band noise spectrum from the three blade
configurations tested is presented in Figure 20 for one particular microphone
location and operating condition. The 47X-464 blades were designed to reduce both
the theoretical loading noise and the broad-band noise predicted by the new method.
The predicted decrease in broad-band noise in the 250-1000 Hz frequency range is
3. 3 dB relative to the 47X-451 blades and the average measured decrease is 3. 4 dB
for comparable test conditions and microphone locations. This agreement between
prediction and measurement provides confidence in the validity of the new propeller
vortex noise method developed in Section V. 3 in predicting broad-band noise of static
propellers.

Figure 21 illustrates the effects of blade angle on the measured broad-band
noise for one operating condition at one microphone position. The effects are seen
to be small.
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TABLE XIII

1/3 - OCTAVE BAND LEVELS FOR THE 47x394 BLADES
1'.1 7 Blatde Angle____________________________________

150 ft/eec t 
200 

seimo 
tip speed

Azimuth Aate2 Azimuth Angle I
1 / 3 Ot t a v k l I Ba n d 0Center F-requenev 6° 22.,5* 454 67. 5' 90* 112.5' 135* 6s 22'5* 45* 67.'5e 900 112. 5* 1350

• - - - - - - t--

H Iz B B 51 B B B B 4

U1 13 E E) B B 44 (D48 49 52 52 50 52 52

40 B 39 46 B B B 42 47 51 51 50 so 80 54

50 B 48 B B B 49 MT MTr~
63 B 47 T B B 47 49

so B 53 B B 48 B 57 52 49 52 53 58

100 B 51 46 B 42 49 El 48 (JT T R T n M I T T
125 48 48 45 42 48 49 50 56 T T J T 48 T T

160 51 59 59 B B 58 B 56 64 60 B B 59 66

200 59 55 50 47 B 57 50 58 59 57 56 53 56 61

250 54 55 52 51 56 54 55 58 58 56 54 50 52 59

315 50 54 51 49 47 49 51 56 57 57 52 52 55 59

too 53 55 51 49 44 50 53 59 59 57 54 54 61 81

500 50 55 54 49 50 53 55 55 60 57 55 53 62 64

6 1.,5 50 S3 53 50 47 54 54 55 59 57 53 51 58 60

800 47 50 49 47 44 48 47 52 54 53 52 51 54 56

1000 48 50 49 48 46 51 50 54 57 55 53 53 58 58

1250 45 48 47 43 44 47 48 53 55 53 51 51 54 55

1t300 47 47 45 44 43 46 42 52 54 52 51 51 52 54

2000 43 44 43 39 40 43 43 49 51 50 48 48 51 51

2500 43 43 42 39 39 43 42 50 51 50 49 48 51 51

3115 0 41 41 40 38 36 39 40 49 50 49 48 48 49 50

4000 38 39 39 37 35 39 39 47 48 48 47 48 49 49

5000 38 39 39 37 37 39 39 47 49 48 49 48 48 49

6250 39 39 39 38 39 40 39 48 49 49 50 48 48 48

8000 38 39 39 38 39 39 39 46 48 49 49 48 47 47

10000 38 38 38 37 38 39 39 46 48 48 48 46 46 45

B indicates no data due to background noise
T indicates tones
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TABLE X111 (Coat)

19. 70 Made Angl (Concluded)
322 ft/see tip speed

Azimut Mo
1/3 Octave Band -

Center Frequency 6" 22.5* 45* 67.5' 90' 112.5' 1350

25 liz 57 61 62 63 63 65 64

32 60 50 65 65 66 67 68

100

50 60 63 65 65 66 66 67

63 62 63 64 64 65 64 65

125 66 66 65 60 59 60 65

160 70 T

200 74 N

250 74 67 70 65 60 60 67

315 70 69 69 65 60 61 68

400 72 71 70 65 62 64 73

500 68 72 71 66 64 67 75

625 69 70 70 66 63 66 71

800 65 65 66 63 62 64 65

1000 66 67 67 65 64 65 67

1250 65 65 66 64 61 64 65

1600 66 65 65 64 64 64 65

2000 64 64 63 63 67 61 62

2500 63 64 63 63 63 62 62

3150 64 63 63 63 62 61 61

4000 62 63 63 63 62 61 61

5000 63 64 64 65 63 61 61

6250 64 66 66 67 65 62 62

8000 64 65 66 67 64 62 61

10000 63 65 65 66 63 61 60

T indicates tones
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TABLe XIII (Cont)

13. -_______________________

150 ft/lec tip speed 200 ft/sec tip speed
Atin utu Ang e Azimuth An I.

Center Fr'lt,,j nev ( 2?,.5 450 61.+.5 90* 112.5* 1350 6' 22, 5' 45' 67,5' 90° 112.55 1350

,o, ° - "~ f B B 44 B D1 44 46 B 44

40 39. 45 39 IS B B 39 45 48 B 46 46 48 56

450 T B h B B 49I 50 50 B
"1 T" B R B B B 54 50 B 47 T

SO B 55 45 49 B 5 5 B 54 52 53 51 512 63

100 50 54 46 50 42 50 5 5 57 53 57 50 51.

12 55 54 45 42 45 42 51 59 52 55 55 48 51 65

hA)j 51; (;1 59 us 61 58 63 59 mD (D f) U 48 (

200 55 57 52 53 B IS 56 58 59 61 58 48 53 63

11.) 0,56 55 50 55 57 53 54 601 6 58 56 49 51 59

:11.1- 52 53 49 46 46 46 49 57 56 57 53 48 51 60

400 55 52 48 46 44 45 48 59 59 57 55 150 53 60

500 51 56 52 50 49 50 51 55 61 59 57 52 55 63

625 51 32 49 48 47 52 52 55 56 57 52 0 55 59
00 4 4646 4 6C5 4 46 51 51 52 52 5o s0 54

Woo0 45 It7" 46 44 46 48 46 50 12 53 51 51 56 54

12.l° 43 44 43 40 41 42 43 48 49 49 48 47 50 52

160 a 48 42 37 35 37 46 50 49 48 46 46 50 50

2000 39 39 38 35 33 36 37 47 47 46 45 42 45 48

ills00( 40 40 37 36 33 35 38 47 47 46 44 43 45 47

31.50 139 39 36 36 30 '5 37 46 46 44 43 41 44 46

4000 39 3s 37 36 32 35 37 45 45 4 42 41 43 45

53071 37 36 35 33 36 37 45 46 44 44 41 44 46

37 3? 361 36 33 37 39 46 47 45 45 44 46 47

0000 357 6 3 34 34 37 38 43 46 45~ 43 41 45 4 6~

O 15 36133 37 38 46 44 45 44 4

B mlnlAtes no data due to background noise
F iv|ic(-at vs tones9
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TABLE Xif (Conto

13,7' Ulade Anglo (Concluded__
300 ft/see tip speed 383 f/mee tip speed

Azitmut Anle - Atimuth Ar e -1

Cente~r Frequency C,0 22. 5 45* 67.50 90* 112.5* 135' 60 22.5 45 0 7 90* 112.5* 135

25 W, 53 54 58 60 61 61 59 57 59 82 82 65 64 64

32 63 [ 56 61 63 05 67 67 66

40 60 62 63 60 62 62 64 T] El M Lf [ TJ En
50 53 56 56 57 59 60 T66 69 71 71 70 70 67

33 ] [f T 63 59 61 6T 61 63 64 65 67 67

so 57 64 64 59 59 59 70 70 74 76 73 66 66 70

100 65 E) E 64 58 59 E063 69 70 67 63 64 65

125 67 69 6 58 54 56 72 77 72 71 63 59 62 65

160 69 [D E)J E 63 62 ( 5 9 7 3 ®rJ TO E
200 70 73 68 67 59 57 73 77 75 73 70 63 64 70

250 72 67 67 61 56 57 70 78 71 70 67 60 62 66

315 68 68 68 63 54 58 70 73 72 73 68 69 62 69

400 71 71 71 65 56 61 72 77 75 75 70 61 67 71

500 67 74 72 67 61 61 75 73 79 76 71 63 71 74

625 68 69 66 63 58 61 70 74 73 72 66 61 68 71

S00 65 64 65 61 56 59 65 71 6P 71 66 61 63 67

1000 69 66 65 62 57 62 67 70 72 70 67 61 65 70

1250 62 63 63 61 58 59 65 68 68 69 66 61 63 67

1600 62 61 61 59 56 57 64 68 67 67 65 60 63 67

2000 59 58 58 57 52 54 60 65 65 64 61 57 59 64

2500 59 58 57 56 54 55 60 64 65 63 62 58 60 63

3150 58 57 56 55 53 54 57 64 63 62 60 58 60 62

4000 56 56 55 53 53 54 57 62 63 62 60 58 60 62

5000 57 57 55 54 53 54 57 63 63 62 61 60 61 63

Q250 58 58 56 55 54 55 58 64 64 63 62 62 62 64

8000 57 57 55 55 54 55 57 63 63 62 61 60 62 63

10000 55 55 54 54 53 54 56 62 62 61 61 59 60 62

'I indiente8 tones
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TABLE XII1 (Cont)

8 7m I|ladf, Angho
ft,"sec tip spea 200 ftfie tip speed

Aztmuth Am ,, Aziuwtth -

Center Froquanvn C, 22.5" 45 107.6' 90' 112.5' 1350 G' 22.5* 45" 67.5' g90* 112.6' 135'

'IS l 4. Bi Di B B H B ~r
3 4.1 48 B B B D B 0 55 44 48 B 48

4o 47 48 46 45 42 42 4 W 45 54 55 49 46 45 48

50 49 4U B 11 B B B 49~ B T

63 52 57 53 54 47 50 44 54 54 57 51 47 T
80 57 60 59 59 52 51 48 54 55 [ 62 D 58

100 46 54 51 53 B 46 46 48 55 59 54 48 53 59

125 48 51 413 49 45 49 48 53 51 55 51 45 51 55

160 48 61 59 55 B B 1 55 59 65 55 B B 59

200 46 54 50 47 48 49 so 58 55 61 55 48 49 58

250 48 54 50 47 48 49 50 58 55 61 55 48 49 58

315 50 50 48 46 44 42 48 54 54 57 52 47 50 56

400 52 50 1 48 47 44 45 48 58 56 57 55 49 54 56

500 48 52 52 51 49 50 51 55 60 60 55 52 54 58

625 49 51 49 48 46 52 54 56 57 58 52 50 54 58

800 46 46 46 47 48 45 44 53 53 54 51 51 50 53

1000 4 6 '%7 46 44 45 50 46 52 54 54 51 51 55 54

1250 42 W3 4.4 42 42 44 43 48 51 53 48 47 49 51

1600 40 40 40 39 39 51 B 49 49 50 45 43 4ý 48

2000 38 38 38 35 33 36 33 46 45 47 43 41 43 44

2500 37 37 36 34 31 35 36 44 44 45 43 39 42 43

3150 36 36 34 32 B 31 32 43 43 43 40 35 40 40

4000 32 33 32 30 27 31 29 39 41 41 37 35 39 37

5000 38 31 29 27 27 30 29 38 39 38 35 35 37 36

6250 21 27 21 24 21 25 26 36 38 37 34 34 36 36

8000 B 20 B B B B B 32 35 35 29 28 35 32

10000 ID 16 B B B B B 24 29 29 25 16 29 27

It Indicates no data due to backgrotmd noise
'r tndicates tones
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TABLE XIII (Concluded)

h.7' IMade Angle (Concluded)

300 ft/sec tip speed 442 ft/sec tip speed

r/3 octave Hand Azimuth Angle Azimuth Anges

Center Frequency 6* 22.5' 45* 67.50 90' 112.5* 135" 6' 22.5' 45' 67.5* 90u 112.50 1350

25 Hz 50 53 54 57 58 57 54 57 59 62 63 63 66 63

32 MT N 57 61 64 64 66 67 66

40 58 63 65 60 57 59 57 61 64 68 67 69 69 68

50 51 57 53 56 55 60 55 (D El M. Ej E I ED

63 ff] ED ED El I '•f M 64 65 69 67 68 68 69

80 63 69 65 64 60 63 61 66 68 68 66 68 70 71

100 65 El El El 59 ID ID E) [] ] M ff] 36 (E [j

125 70 67 63 61 54 60 60 70 66 65 61 60 66 69

160 70 73 70 68 63 69 71 10 ID Er n] E E [D

200 70 68 68 67 59 61 66 75 75 76 70 70 69 78

250 69 67 67 67 56 59 62 78 71 73 66 63 67 72

315 69 67 67 67 53 60 66 75 72 73 68 62 69 75

400 70 68 67 64 55 161 68 79 74 76 69 64 70 77

500 66 69 69 65 62 63 71 74 76 77 71 66 72 84

625 68 67 66 64 57 61 67 74 74 75 69 63 70 80

8t00 641 64 64 61 55 59 61 72 70 71 67 63 67 72

1000 63 64 65 62 56 61 63 71 73 73 68 64 69 75

1260 61 62 63 60 56 56 61 69 70 72 68 63 67 72

1,;00 60 60 61 59 53 56 59 69 69 71 67 62 67 72

2000 57 56 56 55 50 53 55 67 66 67 65 60 63 69

WS 0 0 55 55 55 54 49 52 54 66 67 66 64 60 63 67

3150 54 53 52 51 46 49 51 65 64 64 61 58 61 65

4000 50 51 50 19 45 48 49 60 62 61 58 55 59 62

5000 49 49 49 48 49 47 48 58 60 59 58 54 57 60

,;250 47 48 4U 47 44 47 47 57 58 58 56 54 56 58

8000 43 44 44 44 40 44 45 53 54 54 51 51 52 54

10000 37 38 38 39 36 39 43 46 48 47 45 45 47 47

T indicates tones
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SECTION VII

CORRELATION OF TEST DATA WITH THEORY

1. INTRODUCTION

The test program described in the previous section had three major objectives:
a) to provide harmonic rotational noise data to validate the propeller noise detec-
tability computer program calculation procedure for rotational noise, b) to provide
the 1/3-octave-band noise data bank needed to determine values of the 3 empirical
coefficients in the new vortex noise prediction procedure developed under this
contract, and c) to demonstrate the reduction in noise obtained from a propeller
with new blades designed for reduced detectability.

Earlier evaluations by Hamilton Standard of the rotational noise calculation
procedure for moderate- and high-tip-speed propellers had shown fair agreement
between predicted and measured harmonic noise levels. The evaluations were done
for field points both near and far from the propeller and for both static and flight
operation. However, the predicted rotational noise differed greatly from the low-
tip-speed data obtained during the test programs described above. Not only were the
measured higher harmonics much larger than predicted, but even the fundamental
(first) harmonic was significantly larger than predicted. An extensive investigation
of possible causes of the lack of agreement and of ways to improve agreement was
undertaken and is reported in the following section.

T1it, 1/3-octave band data bank obtained from the test program was used to select
the force coefficient CF, the frequency coefficient Cf, and the Reynolds number expo-
nent which provide best agreement between the vortex noise predicted by the method
developed under this contract and data. This method is discussed in Section V.3. The
values of the three parameters selected are 8.0, 0.06, and -1.0, respectively.

The theories for harmonic and vortex noise were used to design new blades for
reduced detectability. The theory for harmonic loading noise indicates that increasing
blade chord reduces rotational noise. Therefore, the propeller with the new wider
47X-464 blades should produce less rotational loading noise than the first two pro-
pellers tested at the beginning of the program. However, the increased chord
increases thickness noise sufficiently that it is predicted to exceed loading noise.
"[rhe measured data show no significant change in the harmonic noise levels. The new
vortex noise method predicts a reduction of 3. 3 dB in vortex noise with the wider
blades. A comparison of the measured noise in the bands from 250 to 1000 Hz shows
a decrease of 3.4 dB.
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2. HIARMONIC ROTATIONAL NOISE

At the start of the contract it was planned to use the harmonic noise data to
verify the accuracy of the rotational noise levels predicted by the computer program

-nd to permit small changes to improve correlation. However the first test period
showed significant differences between the test data and predictions. These
differences also were present in the data from the other four test periods.

The predicted harmonic noise levels had the following general characteristics:
a) tie SPL of the fundamental (at blade passing frequency) harmonic noise increases
by about 37 dB per doubling of rpm, b) the harmonic fall-off is rapid, the first
overtone is about 60 dB lower than the fundamental, and c) the noise is loudest
slightly behind the propeller plane and drops to zero on the axis. In contrast, the
test data show: a) the SPL of the fundamental increases about 19 dB per doubling
of rpm, b) the harmonic SPLts, up to the 10th harmonic, are within 30 dB of the
fundamental, and c) the harmonic noise data shows a sharp dip near the propeller
plane and does not decrease near the axis.

A thorough study of possible noise sources which would explain the lack of
correlation with theory was undertaken. The results are presented in the next two
sections.

a. Correlation of Test Data with Theory

The significant differences between the harmonic noise test data and the
predictions are outlined in the preceding paragraphs. Some specific examples are
presented here. Also, several possible sources of the harmonic noise which were
investigated are discussed.

The variation of the fundamental measured harmonic noise level with rpm
(and tip speed) is shown in Figure 22 for a representative case at 12. 50 behind the
propeller plane. At the two highest tip speeds the theory for harmonic rotational
noise with uniform loading (see Sections IV. 2 to 4) ag.ees fairly well with the
measured data. But at the two lower speeds the agreement becomes poor.
Unfortunately, the propeller noise detectability program is expected to be applied
to low-tip-speed propellers where Figure 22 shows the harmonic noise prediction
with uniform loads is inaccurate. The curve for the predicted variation with loading
harmonics Included in order to improve the accuracy of the prediction is discussed in
the following Section VII. 2. b.
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Figure 17 presents the measured rotational noise harmonics of four 4-bladed
propeller configurations at three azimuth angles. It can be seen that the harmonic
levels do not decrease rapidly with harmonic number (and frequency). Although there "
are individual differences shown in the limited sample represented by Figure 17, a
study of all the harmonic noise data in Tables VIII to XII does not indicate any signifi-
cant difference between the various configurations tested. Figure 23 presents the
harmonic noise data for one configuration in Figure 17. The predicted noise levels
for the theory with imiform loading are also presented by square symbols. The
fundamental harmonic is much less than the measured value, as discussed above in
connection with Figure 22. Even more significant in terms of detectability is the fact
that all predicted overtones are very much quieter than measured, by about 60 dB for
the second harmonic, for example, and even more for higher harmonics.

Figure 24 shows the measured directivity pattern of the fundamental and fifth
harmonics of blade passing frequency. The directivity pattern of the fundamental
harmonic predicted by the standard theory with uniform loading is shown by square
symbols and is dominated by thickness noise rather than by loading noise because the
chord of the 47X464 blades is large. Therefore, the directivity pattern 8redicted for
the fundamental harmonic has a maximum in the propeller plane, j 90 , rather than
the measured minimum shown.

The lack of correlation between test data and prediction in level, harmonic
content and directivity pattern described above shows that the standard calculation of
propeller harmonic noise is inadequate for predictions of harmonic noise for the test
conditions. This does not mean that the theory is inadequate for all conditions.
Indeed, it has proved to be generally adequate at higher tip speeds, both in flight and
statically. Because of the observed lack of correlation, other sources of harmonic
noise on the rig at low propeller speeds were investigated. The results are sum-
marized in Table XVI. The first two sources are expressed by the standard calcula-
tion, as in Equatios (3) and (4), and, as the preceding discussion shows, do not
predict the measured data. With the exception of the last 3 items in the table the
sources of harmonic loads described were dismissed from further consideration dur-
ing the investigation for the reasons given in the table. The velocity field at the strut
due to the trailing tip vortex (item 13) was calculated by a Hamilton Standard computer
program. At 4 leet from the propeller axis the predicted velocity normal to the strut
varies from 10 fps to 132 fps as the propeller turns. High velocities near 132 fps
occur only over a small fraction of the distance between blades and therefore the force
,i the strut would be rich in harmonics. The first 3 harmonics of the noise due to the
resulting oscillating force on the struts were calculated and compared favorably with
:h A;ta. Therefore, test program 3 was conducted to verify that the rig support
struts were the source of the harmonic noise. The 47X-451 propeller blades were
rotated 1800 ii tqe buh and the direction of propeller rotation was reversed. Thereby
the propeller was uper-ated as a pusher with the trailing vortex moving away from the
rig rather than towards it. As Figure 17 shows, the harmonic noise did not decrease
significantly. Also, an observer could reco:gnize that the noise source was the pro-
peller rather than the rig even in the normal tractor mode. Therefore, this noise
source was discarded as a cause of the observed harmonic noise.
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TABLE XVI

SUMMARY OF HARMONIC NOISE SOURICE STUDY

Harmonic Noise Source Comments

1. Axially-symmetric thrust and T1eory (Eq. (3)) predicts a large varia-
torque loadings tion wtIh rpm, rapid harmonic fall-off,

and noise maximum near 0 = 1050. As
discussed in text, these 3 trends differ
from those observed.

2. Blade thickness Theory (Eq. (4)) generally predicts lower
harmonic noise than does theory of load-
ing noise (Eq. (3)) and noise maximum in

propeller plane.

3. Radial blade loads The theory(2 2 ) predicts maximum noise
in propeller plane. Should be small be-
cause of small blade deflections, unlike
a helicopter rotor.

• . Blade vibration Not source because vibration frequencies
are not always multiples of blade passing
frequency.

5. tiadrupole sources studied by Studies at United Aircraft Corporation
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings( 3 3 ) Research Laboratories show these sources

would produce less noise than that from
uniform loading (Item 1 ).

i;. Second-order sources studied by Believed insignificant because of low

Morfey( 1 4 ) axial Mach numbers and large spacing
between the propeller and stand support
struts, see Figure 10.

7. Atmospheric turbulence causing Turbulence believed to be small. Data

varying blade loading obtained during a wind gust, with pre-
sumably more turbulence, shows only
moderate increases in noise level.

8. Asymmetric blade loading due to Believed insignificant because the

grufnd blockage inducing asym- propeller axis is over 3 propeller

metric flow through the propeller radii above the ground.
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TABLE XVI (Concluded)

Harmonic Noise Source Comments

9. Wind producing asymmetric blade Most of data obtained with winds less than
loading 1 knot (see Sect. VI 6b). Data obtained

during a gust show low-order harmonics
may increase by 10 dB and the higher-
order harmonics by less than 2 dB.

10. Asymmetric blade loading due to Velocity through propeller disc is reduced
non-uniform flow induced by .14% ahead of each strut. The resulting
blockage of stand support struts asymmetric loading is insufficient to

produce the measured fundamental har-
monic noise level.

It. Boundary layer velocity wake Calculated noise level is 15 dB below
from blades causing an oscil- measured data.
lating force on struts

12. Bound vortex on blades causing Calculated velocity change at struts of
an oscillating force on struts .1 fps is too small to cause significant

noise.

13. Trailing tip vortex from blades Calculated velocity change produces
causing an oscillating force on harmonic noise similar to data but
struts observer hears noise coming from

propeller, not rig.

14. Asymmetric blade loading Source unknown, see Sect. VII 2b.

15. Narrow-band random See Sect. VU 2c.
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The last 2 noise sources are discussed in the following 2 sections, respec-
tively. Harmonic loading (item 14) has been correlated and does provide improved
agreement with the test data. The last source, item 15, ib shown to be present by
the 1.5 Hz bandwidth spectra obtained from test period 4 and illustrated in Figure 19.
None of the existing propeller noise theories predict the observed narrow-band random
noise. This noise is discussed further in Section VII.2.c.

h. Derived Harmonic Loads

The effects of harmonic loads on harmonic loading noise are discussed in
Section IV. 5, where Equation (9) for the loading noise due to harmonic loads is pre-
sented. The problem considered here is the inverse one, that of deriving the harmonic
loads which correspond to the measured harmonic sound pressure levels. In order
to make this problem tractable it is necessary to use the far-field approximation, to
assume that the loads are concentrated at 80% of the tip radius (effective-radius
approximation), and to assume random phasing between each loading harmonic. Also
operation at zero forward speed, (static) is assumed because the noise data obtained
in the prograim is from a static test stand.

With these assumptions, the equation for the sound pressure level of order
ni is:

dB 124.572 .+ 10 log I mMT,2+((m Q,)2 j.
S6 0 d .2dD

- mB Q0 JmB- 2] (46)

.8*dD/

This equation involves Bessel functions with an argument of ( wDBnY/75da)m
and order roB- A . On the propeller axis the argument is zero, because Y = 0, and
the only non--z(,ro Bessel frunction is JO (0) = 1. 0. Therefore, only harmonic thrust
loads of order A =mB contribute to the harmonic loading noise on the axis. Equation
(46) can he solved for these harmonic thrust loads in terms of the measured harmonic
noise levels dB ni

T T- 120 ad (dB - 124.572)/8. 68589 (47)
TmB , -mBn e m

lHA



In the propeller plane (4# = 900) only harmonic torque loads Q contribute in

Equation (46), which can be put in the form

(mBQ 0  )2 + (mB-X)QXJmBX (wDmBn/75a) 2

(48)

(d2 -124.572)/8.68589)2
8wdD2e mdm

Experience with helicopters (21) suggests that the torque harmonics vary inversely with
the harmonic order to some exponent. Therefore, the following trend is assumed, with
the factor C to be determined

Q k -- C/, 2.5 (49)

Substituting Equation (49) into Equation (48) results in the equation

525 1 5J. Pr 75a 2 ~2 (mBQ JB2
(mB)5  Y 1 +5J

[ 8d 2 (dB -124. 572 /8.68589)]2 (50)

Harmonic torque loads were derived from Equation (50) using harmonic sound
pressure levels measured in the propeller plane ( i= 900). These harmonic torque
loads, expressed as a percentage of the steady (zero-order) torque are shown in
Figure 25. A least-squares fit to the data of 17%/! 1. 34 is shown by the solid line.
The discrepancy between this slope of -1. 34 and the local slope of -2. 5 assumed in
Equation (49) is not believed to make a significant change in the results shown. With
the exception of the derived torque harmonics at the higher harmonics from tests of the
pusher propeller (diamond symbols) the rest of the solid symbols fall together. It is
noticeable that use of a pusher, rather than a tractor, test configuration reduced the
higher torque harmonics but did not change the lowest three torque harmonics. For
the same test conditions the correlation is 6. 8%/,1 . 86 for tractor operation and 38%/
X 1. 95 for pusher operation. Loading harmonics over the 5th are lower for a pusher

rather than a tractor operation with these correlations.

Calculation of harmonic thrust loads from Equation (47) requires thaL harmonic
noise data be measured on the propeller axis. Obtaining meaningful harmonic noise
data on the axis is difficult because some of the noise recorded does not come directly
from the propeller as assumed but is reflected from the ground in front of the test
stand. Fcr the test stand, shown in Figures 9 and 10, with the axis 17 feet off the
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ground a microphone 50 feet ahead on the axis picks up reflected sound that is emitted
at 34o from the axis and, therefore, includes significant noise due to the torque forces.
The increased path length of the reflected noise reduces it by only 1. 6 dB so that it
is significant. The first three test periods had been completed before the need to
dlerive harmonic thrust loads became apparent. Because the range of azimuth angles
for measured harmonic noise in these tests was only 450 to 1350, it was not possible
to extrapolate to 00 (on the axis) with any confidence. Therefore, no derived harmonic
thrust loads were calculated from the data from the first three periods. Several
approaches to the problem of obtaining valid on-axis noise data during tests of the
third blade configuration (47X-464) were investigated. It was decided to use the

approach of adding two microphones, at 50 feet and 200 and at 80 feet and 120, and
to use these two additional locations to extrapolate to 4 -- 0. For conditions where
this extrapolation of the harmonic noise data to ' 0 appeared reasonable the results
are presented in Figure 26. The harmonic thrust loads derived from Eq. (47) are
expressed as a percentage of the measured thrust and plotted against harmonic load
order X miB. A least-squares fit to the data of 8.4%/A 1.38 is shown by the solid
line.

The derived harmonic torque and thrust loads are combined in Figure 27.
lit' slop, of -1. (; corresponds to a reduction in harmonic noise level of 2.2 dB per

doubling of noise order, or frequency. The combined curve is weighted towards the
torque curve because of the larger number of data points represented by the torque
curve. If only data points for which both torque and thrust harmonics are available
are included, the two curves are closer together and are fitted by the equation
12. 4%/ 1. 46. This line is between the thrust and torque lines in Figure 27.

A comparison of harmonic loads derived from the 2-bladed configuration noise
data with loads derived from the 4-bladed configuration with nearly the same blade
angle shows that the harmonic loads for the 2-bladed configuration are over two times
larger. Most of this difference can be explained by assuming that the harmonic load
on ,ach blade does not depend on the number of blades. Therefore, the percentage
harmonic loads of a 2-bladed propeller should be double the percentage loads of a
1 -hl)aded propel ler.0

Analysis of the harmonic loads derived from noise data olhtained withi1 the
• \7-.lE.I hlades shows a considerable variation of the pe r(centage harmnit ole oadIs
wit h rpm. Thi purpos,' of this study of derived harmonic loads is to develop a correla-
tion of harmonic loads which might he used to predict the harmonic loading noise of the
p r'opelIt, lr of a1 quiet aircraft. These propellers are expected to operatc at low tip speeds
of W0o fps or less. Therefore, only data from a 4-bladed tractor config-urations with
tip speeds less than or equal to 300 fps were included in the data bank used to establish
the trend equation 21.4% X 1.43, shown in Figure 28. Using the effect of number of
blades discussed in the preceding paragraph, the correlation of the harmonic loads
derived from the harmonic noise measured during tests conducted during this program
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ii~~'i ~ -411 )wi s~ n III t IIan gi I n c 'c~ I Ii In pigur 22 tt fi

Imii with (dat:I ,It thf. two Io'.% c spveuls Is nIIIl'Ivcll Improved. Thu irnpro)verrinnt [(or
he I' ( ~' Oltiwn\l inl F 'Ii iti 2 1s evcfl l 0i il yiii(ift sij nI Snce Owhe ighe1 -It,' r b ) ui I

r'allier thlan the fundamental \vo(ul(l be det&'V ted irT.'he' inipirov\-cd orr'e1:tio'i It'
'Iii'et~~ipaltti'll I., 6enionstrate(1 in W"qgiire -21. As dls'iscis-hI p''evioiisk for the

hundallwn tal I bar mlonic (sho wn on right of fig-tre) in the p ropellecr p1 ane the thickness
nloise predominates anld is not changed by adding_ harmonic loading.

The discussýion oif Figuire 19 in the next section points out that the, hijgher -

order Ii a i'mlon ic llir ise is, not Ii true' "one noi1se but alppe ars to he a narr iow'-'band- i'1ndolon
noirjse. H oweve r, no dijstinction was made between these source,, 'if harn'fioli( nloise
ill derivinug thle hat' Iolnic load correlations presented in this see iofl. If, in fact, these
hj gher-m-0 c t noi~se harmoni( flics areT not caiused1) ' v harmonic loading , the k' ri veci
hia irni flU loads I'(): ordercs of about 20 and above are not valid. The hi gli-ordler
ha milonic loiads woulId be less than those derived and , therefore , the cor relatons

shown in Figures 2 to 2S would be steeper, perhaps with a slope of -2. rather than,
near - I. . Beccause the propeller noise theories which are represented in the comfput('r
program (do not prcedict this nar row-band random harmonic noise, and liecau!se tie
an c11al detectability criteria approach selected does not differentiate between tones and]
Ilacrow -hand ran(1o'ai harmonic noise, use of the harmonic load correlation presented
in Figuire 28 is believed to he proper for detectability studies.

C . lDiSCISS ion of H arnionie Noi se Soulces

An intensive investigation of the obse rved harmonic noise characte~ristics was
L ill, le 1takenl inl iln effort to explain, and the rehv' he ahle to predict, the harmionic noise
of :I propeller oipe rating at low tipl spvcd!F. Three approaches were pursued: a) Ii stc'n--

n~g to the p cope 11cr- on th1e test stand , b) a ver r%. narrow band ana lvsis (d sonie if the
flat a, anld c) a li te ratu re sea rch for thleories whiich predict noi se c ila-ac tec'i 511 e like

those, mleasured.

It \\;is observedi at the beginning of the test program that the propeller is heard
to 1II nalmch quieter c lo)se to the propeller plane and about equally' loud el sewhe re. If
()1( stands undert the shaft , hut s !ightlY ahead or behind the propel leri, one hears A
0eie 11411Of butr~s s of hissing noise. The noise appears to comle from abl)9Lit the 70

i-adi us station of the blade approaching the observer. B 'v moving to one side the son rce
appears to move arrund the axis so as to alwvays approac theobsrvr. 'lhe frequency
() 1t01c 4it ion Of the bursts of noise is the blade passing frequency' . Thuis tor the
ohstcrveri, it appears that the harmonic noise is due to a high-frequlenc.Y sound sou rce
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s~~~~~tfli ~~~ ~ ~ v il tt't o~r It~ ~~~III Its motion protdtureF,

p)rodutv flic distortion rt'qui ct-iL

Recent high--speed movies of a tip vortex trom a helicopter rotor on a lest
stand have shown that both the blade and the vortex oscillate axially with a period of
one revolutiin. The relative motion between the flapping blade and the tip vortex
also has a period of one revolution and induces large changes in angle of attack at
about 80% radius. These angle of attack changes result in a harmonic load change and,
therefore, in harmonic noise. It is not known if the same angle of attack changes
would occur if the blades were stiff, as in a propeller, so that they did not flap as in
a rotor. That is, it is not known ,hether blade flapping or vortex oscillation initiates
the ohserved effects. However, numericai studies by UAC have shown that the trail-
ing tip vortex ib unstable, so that its position has a random variation. Consequently,
it is expeetd that oscillation of the tip vortex will occur even with stiff blades. In
forward flight, or with fewer blades, the effects of the oscillation of the tip vortex are
t:Xpec tCd to be reducCd.

A frequency spectrum obtained with a 1. 5-Hz bandwidth filter is shown in
Figure 19. It illustrates several significant points. First, the width of the first
four spikes is very narrow and is known to correspond to the filter-response curve.
Therefore, these spikes represent a tone noise. Second, the level of tle.se tones de-
creases with increasing frequency. Third, the widths of the spikes at higher
frequencies are considerably broader than the filter response curve. Therefore,
these spikes are not due to harmonic tones, but suggest, instead, a narrow-band
random noise. Fourth, the higher-frequency spikes have an envelope which is a max-
inium at about the 9th harmonic. Lastly, the level of the broad-band noise between the
spikes follows the envelope of the spikes closely.

Ihamilton Standard obtained some noise data from a DHC-5 aircraft with one
propeller replaced by a propeller designed for a quiet STOL aircraft. Data were
obtained during both static (on the ground) and SO-knotL. flyover operation with a tip
speed of 630 fps. The noise spectrun-, shown in Figure 29 for static operation exhibits
many harmonics of rotational noise. The spectrum from flight operation exhibits fewer
harmonics of rotational noise. For static operation, the fundamental and the 4th
through the 7th harmonics would be detected whereas for flyover operation only the
2nd harmonic would be detected. Although these data were not obtained at the very low
tip speeds typical of a quiet aircraft, they are cited because they demonstrate ,U1 effect
of flight spmei on the harmonic noise content which may invalidate use of harmonic
loadings derived from static data for flight noise predictions.
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..is gr, ti ,' , he prnpellor noise data from the 47X-464 blades using
v, i,, m-; i and h lkt -pass filters and an oscilloscop,, re. ealed that the noise level
ýnt ttadly, tot hat an apparently random variation, suggesting that turbulence
mnight I c th, si ttrce. Nir. Ranam Mani, oi the Dl,'par'tmrt-t of McLhanicaj and Acr.,o--"spact' Vngince ring Of the Un tiversilty of Massachu- 'ttts , has stUieI the problem of

SOtfld .t't&'.Utitit)tLue to free-stream turbculence incident on a rotor. lie presents, in)
an unpublished paper, predicted noise spectra which resemble those shown in Fig re
19 at the higher frequencies, that is, that have broad rounded spikes which peak at

harmonics of the blade passing frequency. The ratio of the length scale of turbulence
to the spacing between the blades is a significant parameter in his analysis. As this
ratio inr'ceases above roughly unity, the shape of the spectrum is changed little but

the lhvel decreases. As this ratio decreases below roughly unity the spectrum
b)eco(mes smooth and the peaks at harmonics of the blade passing frequency disappear.
Extensive dtta,' on atmospheric turbulence, in the form of power spectral density plots,

show that turbulence power varies as the 5/3 ur large power of wavelength in the range
of wavelengths of significance here. Also, the wavelength for maximum energy
decrceases as the ground is approached. Therefore, turbulence may be present with

the length scale required to produce the peak in the spectrum predicted by Mr. Mani.
Rediucing the number of blades in order to increase the ratio of turbulence scale length
to distance between blades may not reduce the noise levels as much as predicted

hecause the turbulent energy at large scale lengths is greater. This was, in part,
confirmed during the last test at Hamilton Standard which showed that the shape of the
noise spectrum from a propeller with two blades removed is not significantly differ-

ent from that of the basic four-bladed configuration even though the spaciilg between
blades is more than doubled.

Griffiths (36) studied the spectrum of compressor noise due to small random

fluctulations in the amplitude and phase of the acoustic disturbances. The noise, which
he calls "narrow--band random noise" has a frequency spectrum similar to that between
200 Hz and 500 Hz shown in Figure 19.

Studies of propulsion noise in the last decade have concentrated on com-
pressor and jet noise. The test data obtained in this program show that the conven-
tional sources of propeller noise do not explain the observed sound patterns. The-

theoretical concepts which have been developed recently for compressors appear to
be able to explain the observed characteristics of propeller noise. Therefore, these
theories should be applied to propellers and developed into a useable form. It is

anticipated that a unified theory can be developed to predict both the harmonic noise and
the broad-band noise.

3. BROAD-BAND NOISE

The 1,3-octave band noise data were obtained in this program primarily to deter-
mine empirically the best values of the coefficients in the new method for predicting
broad-band vortex noise developed in this , rgram. The three coefficients are a
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,<., ~ I ,• ,, It., •aU s ('I , | ý hi , " , ill e• t'•fit'i t, lit Itti tt; It~ It, -W ( , ik -o I Ii

l.'••, , I: a pi it~. I it x I r dtc Is,, SSI1, vI'Ssus rp1 , I ) ' W, ip speed. Thc first
;I114,1 1 t111 i t l '1Ill itI' L tamtl , 'tw c l llt'o•", anti data did not include aHlyY Retltc n(olds iiuii|h rI"

I I'lll ) I tlit' tIl'mtl'\ , I r4.ticict(d le'etls i It o Z o.eIrt expont.int, tht'r'elo excludingli :mvt

Ift \ fhlitm .tl llniuni ti it li, ai'tc shown b' stj-:;'w ' svnm lmo k. Tihe cl' l'lt eiVl (i'.l , thl s
sVk mlll,-, i-, ,i ti cafit' ti2l tlic' ititht -v2 (0(tfti( 'l ,,t Uset We 'c stl, i(,'te(. ItI
citi',,lal, with thIi dala using an expmnen it" o -. 1I . [lh t'eVclr, it is apparelnt tat1:1 1h1(
pIrtlichttl vari ation in nt)ise, \\ it ITllrp shown by the Sqiduares does not matc(h die atai.
The iiat':i 5lVk1 \'alviat ion is move like V'4 than \r4ý predicttdt )v Yu k in (i n r V'.

ptred ichtedI Iv Sharland (2,') for vortex noise. Therefore, a Reynolds number term
WlS l iClUtIled in El.q. (4 5) for tlht force and ai exponent of -1 selected. Correlation with
,laita shotwn tb\' the Iriangles in Figure 3:) d(emonstrates the value of this choice. Data
fri, i!hi, -i7X-.151 blades, which are about hall as wide as the 47X-464 blades and,

tlieccfOr'e, have half the Reynolds number, confirm this selection Af the exponent.

The ove 'ii:iI noise level in the seven :13--octave bands from 250 l1z to 1000 liz was
,i',leet, et :is thie noise p'an :irmcte r in Figu re :to hoe{ause studies showed that the Itroad-
handt nois is ms lsi ikelv to he de teetc-d in this range of frequencies. The level of

I,? ct en -hailt l itt gener k. iv dleereases outside this rnmgt, and thw aural detectability

,rit, ci , (see Ta:ble Tlb ',are generally less eritUcal outside this range.

A\ clllngc' ill the' fr, ,11C\ c(OAefficicnt shifts the predicted freqtuenC(y speS ruMi

ilong Ithe If•uilcte v ,Lxi., "T'he recoinnitmnded coefficient of . 06 is nea v that oblaine(d hI,
:t1uan :1t Mal gmUs (32). A change in either the force or frequency coefficeint changes

I 11e Stul nl p0','ss11 C leVel , since the sound pressure is proportional to both coefficients.

I' i•,'t' 31 prresents a compa irison Ihetw\een mneasured and the oretical 1,'3-ttctave
Ilt spectrIa at topp spcds of 150 and 353 fps. The effects of increased tip speed are

It( illCi'ceast, I,,)t i dl• tIlI:t•;•t, rd ani I predicted noise levels and to displace the predicted
I , t, i ' W\:tll' is hihglit, i reqt uenci es. T'he ilit, t 'sured noise data shows cons ide ral e

ilh \iu eness inl tn•ti'as t ti thie smo(tth ci e urv'es of the two predietions. "li . ;r ,)ptionr

ie iet'l ii, it s st ; metwhtat miore peakyv and (toes not fall off as rapidly at the hights
reluelicit's. 'The spectra priedicl )e(I iv option I , the new method, appeal' to ctar'e late

at't, lhstcy with the (t1at, shown at the more sigýnificant middle frequencies than the
, ic't t'i lichtao I) , option 3. The thirdt vortex noise option method is based an data

I pit' : ' pr ie'l r \w iii hilades like the .17X-3,94 Iilades tested in the first test peri'io .
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Fi gure'(' 32 p resents a comparison btetwee(n measured and theoretical di rcltviy liN
palt(erns of broad-hand noise for two plrope llCr colfigu rations operating; at ,a tip speto
of 200 fts. The noise ieve.I shown is the overall SPL in the bands from 2250 to 1000 Iz..

Although thre is some apparent scatter, the agreement bet-ween the prIediicted and
measured noise levels is good for both propellers.

Fig-ures 30 to 32 are a small sample illustrating the abil-ity of vortex noise
option I of the propeller noise detectability program to predict the measured noise
data. In order to better evaluate the accuracy of the predicted noise levels, 0154
individual 1/3-octave band levels were compared. The probabilitv distribution of
the errors in the predicted levels is shown in Figure 33. The average error is nearly
zero, demonstrating that the coefficients recommended are satisfactory. The standard
deviation of 5. 2 dB is largely due to an apparently random unevenness in the measured
1/3-octave band data, as shown in Figure 31. A detailed study of the errors might
reveal some trends with blade angle, rpm, microphone location, propeller configura-
tion, and hand-center frequency which would permit a reduction in the errors.
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SECTION VIII

PROPELILER NOISE DETE.CTABILITY CODIPUTER PROGRAM

1. INTI(DUCTION

The prime objective of the contract was to develop a computecized propeller
design technique which would predict propeller performance as well as predict pro-
peller harmonic and broad-band noise levels and compare these levels with a selected
aural ldetectability criterion to determine minimum undetectable flight altitude. This
technique cotisists of two parts: a propeller performance program and a propeller
noise detectability program which is called by the propeller performance program.
The propeller performance program was developed by Hamilton Standard and made
available to the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory.

The propeller noise detectability program was written as ten subroutines and
debugged as part of this contract. A detailed discussion of the program and how to
use it are provided in the user's manual (37). This report includes a general discus-
sion of the major options available to the user and a demonstration of the program
capabilities by four sample eases in the following two sections.

2. CALCULATION OPTIONS

In order to enhance the value of propeller noise detectability computer program
to the user, a number of input and calculation options have been provided. These
options are described in detail in the user's manual (37). The 6 most important
options are also described here. The input to the program is summarized in
Figure 34, which presents a capsuled outline of all the options and their significance.
"This figure should be consulted in connection with the following discussion. Se\ eral
of the options and input parameters were used for developing the program and their
use for production runs is not recommended.

The input format was selected so that options most likely to be desired and
recommended values of parameters will be used by punching a "0." in the appropriate
field of the input data card or by leaving this field blank. The consequences of this
possible simplification in input card punching are demonstrated by the fourth sample
case. In Figure 34 a "--" means any nonzero negative number (e.g.. "-1.") is
punche(d and a "-4-" means any nonzero positive number (e.g. "1. ") is punched in the
columns indicated.

The first major option described here is the calculation type option controlled by
columns 25 to 30 of input card 14. This option also controls the significance of the
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.,A'.PL t. I Ni I l--j, A ALL NI.jML Lk L , k I GHT OF C3L.JMN (. HAVE DECIMAL POINt

'.-)L_`, CAP-. 14 , ,4 ! R-JLIRLD FOf,- F IWl T CA.-4€ AND •H -N . CHANGED * COLS. 13-72 MAY

tl> B-LANK IF NOISL NOT CALCULATED
./-3 ia•

17-1ti LAWGEbT HAPM%-NIC NUMUEP RE-LUI-LD , 0. OR OLANK EQUIVALENT TO Is * PI•(J.i,'h
LIMITS V{) MAX OF 5•,., * QGPA;,M wILL CONTINUE UNTIL HARMONIC FPEQUL.NCY
t.xLt.LLD, A LIMIT FPL PkjVIL)L) L'Y 'ONE AURAL- OLFTECTAEILITY SUBROUTIN-

TýUL)TN .-, CUJVPUTEO HARMUNIC r," FR IN COLS* L9-24 OF THIS CARD

* -'-2 A4UL:ýT HAg ",-"ýNIZ NUFeP PERMI TTE_ s NUML):-R LE.SS THAN IN COLS. 1.3-1H OF

THI CAPZj FOUIVALENT TO NUMLk IN COLS. 13-lB q PROGPAM LIMITS TO MAX.\'v'

OF o0 •
2'.-30 CALCULATION TYPE OPTION

- CALCULATE NOISE AND DETECTABILITY wITH X-Y INPUT
- CALCULATE NOISr- AND DETECTAziILITY WITH X-Y INPUT o VARY X UNTIL F, )!d,

MINIMUM UNLr-TECTA6LL Y

+ + CALCULATE N':QIS AND DETECTABILITY WITH ANGLE-DISTANCE INPUT

.3I-3 6 PPINTIING OPT ION
- MAX*, PRINT CONDITIONý HARMONIC NOISE AND PRESSURE COMPONENTS, VO.'Okt'

NOISE, M!NIMUM UNDETECTAbLE VALUES OF y
SL, PRINT CCNDITION, HARMONIC AND VORTEX NOISE, MINIMUM UNDETECTA•3t"

+ ÷ MIN.. PrINT CONDITION. MIN!MUM JNDETECTABLE VALUE OF 'v

J7-42 INITIAL. VALUE OF X (DISTANCE FORWARD FROM PROPELLER PLANE* FT) TO FIELL)

-QINT IF COLS, 25-30 OF THIS CARD = - OR 0s 9 OTHERWISE

INITIAL ANGLt- (FROM FORWARD) AXIS. DEG) TO FIELD POINT IF COLS. 25-3C = +

"43-4•' INCPMLNT INj X OR ANGLE . IF COLS. 25-3C OF THIS CARD z0o PROGRAM WILL

RLPLACE 0, B3Y SUITA6LE VALUE

44--,
4 

NUMBER OF VALUES OF X OR ANGLE TO CALCuLAWE NOISE FOR 9 IF COLS. 25'-30 Or

THI7 CARL. =,. PROGRAM kREPLACtS BY 20. IF UNDER 20. q 0. OR BLANK

FOUIVALENT TO I*
.- bU INITIAL. VALUE OF Y (UISTANCE FROM PROPELLER AXIS* FT) TO FIELD POINT IF

ý_OLS* 25-10 OF THIS CARD = - OR 0. . OTHE.RISE
INITIAL DISTANCE (FT) CENTER OF PROPELLER TO FIELD POINT IF COLS.25"30 -

b1-6b INCREME-NT IN Y ON DISTANCE

L7-72 NUMBER OF VALUES OF Y OR DISTANCE TO CALCULATE NOISE FOP 9 BLANK OP 0.
EQUIVALENT TO I*

COLS CARD 15 s REGUIRED FOR FIRST CASE AND WHENEVER CHANGED
2--3 15

13-72 IU VALUES OF THICKNESS NOISE DOUBLET STREN'TH PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR K

COWRRSPONDING TO 10 GAUSS STATIONS OF CARD 4 v IF = 0* PROGRAM USES AREA

FORMULA TO CALCULATE FACTOR FOR AIRFOIL NUMBERS Jos 2so 3.. 7.. 6.. AND

14. (CARD q)

COLSý CARD 26 FOLLOWING CARD 24 IF NOISE CALCULATION REOUIRED

2-3 26
13-18 NUMBER OF PROPELLERS o PROGRAM REPLACES 0. OR BLANK BY I.

19-24 VORTEX NOISE CALCULATION OPTION
= BLANK. U. OR Is * USE VORTEX NOISE CALCULATION DEVELOPED UNDER THIS

CONTRACT

= 2. USE HSD VORTEX NOISE CALCULATION DATED 3/69

= 3. USE HSD VORTEX NOISE CALCULATION DATED 7/69
25-3U AURAL DLTLCTAbILITY OPTION

= BLANK s 0. OR 1. rOR NIGHTTIME JUNGLE
= 2. FOR DAYTIME JUNGLE

31-36 PROPELLER LOADING OPTION
= BLANK OR 0o . USE MAIN PERFOPMANCE PROGRAM VALUES

C A. RUSE ALPHA.BETA.THETA.CL3,DCP/DX.DCT/DX.CTA AND CPA READ FRONM 7
CARDS

Figure 34. Summary of bipit l)al- ;,Er Propeller Noise Detectability Program
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CI OND I T I ON

c) kjC F -OrtOF1 vALUU('v IUP 7n3PC T HUMS U ITY o '77 OEE. F
+ PLh'CLNT P(LATIVE HTjfAIDITY * USE. WITH COLS.@ 49-'-)4 OF THIS, CAPD TO

COMPUTF. AFISU0PT IUN FRUN' L)UAT IONS IN1 PROPOSED IlE.V ICTO(_N TO ARP obt
-'U-)4 USto IF CUES. 4,3-46 '30 T"-ILS CARL + 9 TE:MPFPATIJPE

- uL TEMPLý.ATuWL FkRUM COL'S. 31-36 OF CUND)ITION CAR) HEITWFEN (AkP-$. 23
AND 24

NOT *AVLRAGL TEMP0RATURE (DEG F) FOP CALCULATION OF ABbORPTION

'55- 6A U "ED 1IF COLS.* 1'-24 OF THIS CARD 0. OR I1. OR HL ANwK

FCOPOL FACTO.4 FOR VUýRTLX NOISEL 0.O OP BILANK REPLACED H~Y P.

6 1 - b USLL IF COLES. O~4(F THIS CAWO = 0. OR I* OR BLANK

- FWE ,UENCy F ACTOW FCk VORTEx NUT SE. 0 ). UP tiL ANK REPLACED L3Y *Cb
b7 7:! UlSED I F COL. " !. 24 LOF T HI S C ARD =0. OW I . OR ULLANK

Iý PlYPOULS NUMFP't4 L.Xfj'NEN7 FUP VORTE-X NOISE 9 0. REPLACED BY -1.

CJ)L CARL) ?7 FOLLOWINGI- CARD P6

13-I hi I MP 1 R 1C AL I NCR PrENT T'. AD)D TU Tit-7ORETICAL HARMONIC SPL .,D

I9 q' : .1 - .- CALCUL.ATL UVLPT(JNL_' IN SAME WAY AS_ FUjNDAMENTAL_ TONE f5PL

NUT L.- DO NcrT UE, THILAjY FUR OVERTL'NES l EOUAL:S INCREMENT IN SPL
UjLTwLEN Suc(.:>,I.,vt l(ONt_'. *Dk

2 1 EMPIRIICAL A(VJLJTM-ltNT TO) wORTEx NOISE IN &DROPELLER PLANE # USLD IF COLS.
1(,0-04 OF CARD) 'b z. ORU 1. . Db . RECOMMEND 0.

iI 71t PATIO 6F Fjpýýj -ORDUEg HARMONIC LOADS TO ,TLADY IZFRO-ORDER, LOADS
[_MP I;4ICAL FA(CTOR) TO ADJ(JST HARMONIC NOISE LFVELSý o RECOMMEND

.fit / NUMrIWP MFT PELAI2ES
i-o-4,ý LXP'-"NL.NT OF ('ALOAD 0k'1,11SD WITH PRECLDING RATIO TO S.ALCULATE

HARMUNIC LCAOD- * PW--)URAM ;LTt, TO 1.43 IF 0. LOADED

CUEJL, L-APL 8 Pt -RLuOIL ONL FOP LACH CONUIT ION CARDC ONLY IF COLS. 43-48 OF CARD
'6 *FSTCARL 28 FOLLOWS CARD 27

6-7,- 13 VALuES rOF ATMOSPHE;,'IC SO,(UND AEsCRPPVION (D[3/IrSCOFT) IN 1/3-OCTAvf BANDS
1TART ING WITH 1.6-H? L)AND AND LND)ING WITH 2S-HZ BAND o FORMAT F5.?

CJ LS C7APT) 20,FCL1.(TWS EACH CARD 2b

6-7~ 13 VALE--,, OF AIMOý,PHt.RIC .. JUNE) AFSORPTIUN (Dtý/IOOOFTL IN 1/3-OCTAVE tANOS_

T AR T I NG WI TH .iI.S'-H,' ciAND AND iLNDING WITH SDOC-HZ B)AND

OE CA RD 3D 0* FOLLO)WF F AC:H CARL) 29
2-31f
6-- 7,, 13 VALUES OF ATMUý,PHLPIC ýaOUND AUc,ORPT ION (Dt(/l302FT) IN 1/3--OCTAVE. HANDS

STAPTING WITfl b,3U-HZ uJAND ANLD ENDING WITH 10000-Hi BANC,

u.L 7 CARDS, RL~OuIRF FOP LACH CONUIT ION CARL) IF LCCES 31-3t~ OF CAPý, 2t,

F 1 R,,T JF THLOU,[ 7 CARDS FL)LLuwOý CARD 27 OR CARD 30 IF PRES.ENT7 . FORMAT

1 1-71 It, VALUES OF- ALPHA 9 Dt-u *ON FIRST CARD *CORRESPONDING, TO 17AUSýS STATIONSý
OF~ C-A~R 4

13-72 lo vALkUES OF OF-TA 9DEG *ON '-.1COND CARD

1 3 -72 It, VALUES OF ITtLTA * DCC. ON THIRD CARD)

I 'I- 7d It vALUtS OF "A.3 ON FOURTF, CARD)

Figure 34. --- Continued
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i '1 iL VALUEL. OF DC.P/DX ON FIFTH CAWD

I - V, 'LS nF L(-T/.)X ON SIX -l ,:AW-..

- ,I - (TA U)N d',E V-NTH CARD

I - PA ý,N 't VFNT11 CARL)

'ANL'0 1 OP 2-; I NOW PE.AD

Figure 34. --- Concluded
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liil neris desc ribing the locations of the field points which aIre also read from) cardl 14.
It' this Nption control is a nonzero Ile-gat le flumber' the p)rogram will inlterp ret thesv.
noit!ic ishl as out -ol-plane distances (X) and away-trom -aIXiS (itIIsncel (Y) anld CJlu It(2MM(
pr'opeller' noise and aurial detectalbility at a series of field points defined 1)' a rect!an-

11,ai fiat F1iX inl X-\ coordinaltes, If, on the other hand, the option con!trol is j1 floFIzt 1

poisit ive nutiber the program will interpret the input ordlinates as angles from the
aixis (vý) and distances (d) to the field point and c~alc~ulate noise and ~Jetectability at ai
series of' field points defined by a rectangular matrix in 41-d coordinate's. For the
thirid calcuilation option, selected if the control is a zero, the program will calculate
minimum111 Undetectable altitude. The undetectable altitude is calculated for C1nough
values of X at the given Y to be able to interpolate for the largest value, the minimum
altitude above the observer at which the propeller noise would not be heard. The
three calculation type options are represented in the sample cases of Figure 36 dis-
CU.',SCd in the next section.

Another major option is the seluct ion of the aural detectability criterion against
which the predicted propeller noise levels are compared to determine minimum
undetectable altitude. The optionl is controlled by the number punched in columns 25
to 30 of card 26. The two available criteria are discussed in Section 11.

The harmonic loading and thickness rotational noise levels may he calculated by
vithe' thie near-field procedure, based on Eqs. (3) and (4), or the far-field prFocedure,
based on Eqs. (5) and (6). It is recommended that the control, code, punched in
eOILiirii15 .37 to 42 of card 26, be zero, thereby iettit~g the computer program select
the far-field procedure whenever it is warranted.

The harmonic loi-d noise calculated from Eq. (3) or (5) is less than the rotational
noise measuredl during the test program. The addition of harmonic loadls is shown in
Section V11.2.1) to make a significant improvement in agreement with the data at the
higher harmonics, which are most significant in terms Of aural deteCta~i-iJt\-. A
i orrelat ion of harmonic loads is presented in Figure 2S . It is recommendeud that this
coi'relation be used. Therefore, a number equal to (0,86/number of blades) should be
puniched in columns 3 1-36 of card 27 to include harmonic loads in the calculation of'
harmonic noise. Harmonic loads will not be included in the calculation of har-monic
loading noise of this field is 0. or blank.

The last opt ion discusSed here, the sel ection of a method of predicting broad-
hiandl noise, is controlled by the number punched in columns 19-24 of card 2G.
Options1 2 and 3i are the two methods developed by Hamilton Standard in 1 969 and
de'scrib~ed in Section V. 2. Option 1. (or 0.) is the new method whose development is

present ed in Section V.3. The 31 empirical coefficients in it, selected to correlateý
with the test data obta.ined undter this contract, will be used unles!- othcr coefficients
are readI from columnL 55-72 of card 26,
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AM{lkv k A',L I • MAXIMUM .)A Ti L. Ai [A P MAX , MlJM 4 [NT IC. . V allY ANGLE
.ANL 0 l',ArNCL r o * VORIL. NC ISE 01", N I N,.:AR-FIEL() + 300(•

a,1P'i L ' '.'L LI .;L NF 1,,. A,3. 1 0ou. 9 o. - * 1 1 .:
4 9•U').9 '' .4 4J oht- 7 a70,(2 .6*4 "8 o .j2jb 1.4 L67 .3072 *2306 a 1857

.0,42 .0415 .0491 .0560 o0668 9C866 .1423 o2441 .4379 .6518

.•b3? .0 •(643 .0707 o0749 .0763 o0753 o0712 .0620 o0469 .0385
"o A0.i0I 31..) J *4H,89 o.E,3' .7 (,'3 0 B0t- .6941 .6049 *422 0 128

J -. 95 -3048 -2. .-. 37 " 1Oh 8?22 14.,2?5 -20.22 25,2'5 Z.O18
.t 1. 1 1 * . L2. 3. 30 3. 30

'8921 ,.06 0.604t; .'?•)70' . ',9 o9 C)14 74 *64J9 *5ý354 o4 .248
I ,.8be, .3J7tH.3 * 1e6 aT7lt.r .7',49 o7070 .4563 -*0182-.1006-.•126
I.' 2326 .232c .2326 .4 32. •2336 o2248 01964 *1798 92212 92457

I1 2. 4. 1* -1. 105. 15. 20 75. 75. 2.
." *7 .7 .7 .7 v7 o7 o71 .72 .74 .76

I18

27

21

0. 1 'U 99 • 1 0 1* 1. 1 o 1* 1* ! 1* 1o 1.
2'3 1 • 2. 1. 5.

1';u. 216 8. . 0. 770 1*

.:•,I !• • , I* -to a* *• 06 -1 •

7 3.
'- .03 3 .003 *00r4 .005 .007 .009 .01 .014 .02 .02 .03 o035 e04 A) .6-2'
, r- .li .1 *o .1 .* .3 .3 .4 .6 o7 09 A3?-%0.

.I * 1 1 .4• 1. .2-2 09 3 . L 4.6 5.9 8.0 9.3 12.5 17P7 25.4 A(),:ýr-jfl 9
1.67 2.,67 3.36 4.33 •••5 9.50 13.b2 20.89 27.72 30.79 ALPHA

,6cu -8913 8.5b 9.58 11.09 13.0Qe 15.01 13.61 11.81 11-67 BETA
I,*33 10 bO 11.93 l1 j.91 17o34 22.50 o e.5.a3 34.50 39.53 42.46 THETA
.•589 .748 0920 1#085 1.216 1.35Z 1.409 1.018 .802 .765 CL.3
.117 .1431 .1568 .1496 o1222 .0851 .0434 .0128 .0046 .0025 DCF'/i)X
.- 312_ 3074 .3531 .3377 .2719 .1913 .1107 .0396 .0132 i00b5 OCT/OX

01681 .0744 CTAsCPA

I .AMPLL CASE p . NORMAL DATA LOAD AND PRINT , X-Y '.OCATIONS , 2 PROP0
LOAD HAPMONICs + -0LLOFF . CALCULATE ABSOkPTION . FAR-FIELD , V.N.3

3 -,AMPLL PNOPLLLLR CONFIG. b4. 213.8 .5384 Ioi. , .176
-.9892 .9443 bb879 .766t5 .6493 95206 .40()P .3080 .2316 .1867
o032 .035 9041 o050 .062 .081 .120 o213 .54 I.

6 .14 .1422 .142 .140 .1341 .1235 .106 .0815 o050 .04
7 .24 .3) .a25 .627 9676 *672 .589 9467 .335 .16

-7o2 -6.4 -4.3 -97 4o.4 103 16.3 22.3 27.5 31.0
SI* Is to 1• 1* to 20 3o 3o 30

lO1: 1: : 1 I, 1: IQ 1: 1: 1: 1:

I I 0. 0. 0. 0. . 00 0. 0. 0. 0.
12 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0). 0. 00 0. 0
14 1. 50 -1. 0. 300a -3000 30 15000 0. I1
1 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 00 0 00 00 O0
23 11. 2. 1. 6.

1620 340. 1500. 77. 0.

24
26 2. 3. 1* 00 -I. 80. 90.
27 0. -6, 0. 0215 I.43

1 A"AMPLL CAS.. 9, DLTCTAUILITY FLYbY * THRUST INPUT

3 SAMPLE PROPLLLLR CONFIG. 84., 213.8 .5384 11.25 .176
14 I o 1-3, 04 0,, 0 -150. 0. 15100. 0. 1*

Figure 35. Listing ul It,, .- Data Cards for Four Sample Cases
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I.
26 . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. Be .O I.

09 0. 0. 0.
|,AMPLL ,A& . * SAML A', (1ALS . 3 L.XCLPT UNNECESSARY PUNCHING OF INPUT

- Ak•V, OMITTLI) 4 i A.T CASL s MINIMUM PfINTING

"',AMPIL-_ P.OPLLI tW CONF IC,. 0i4, 95 6.8 o-3t,4 1 1.2)% . I'

1, s • 1500.

22>. 340. I[O. 77.

Figure 35. --- Concluded
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A t(11cLSC• i lun of Al 111 input data required by the 11L' optullrU noise detecta hiliL,1'

in'l ; 1111 is shown in Fi'gurc, :W4 and is presented in deta:ul in the user' S )t1 alU(t )

:1. SAMPIt t'.ASI:S

In ordier it) illu:+trate thu, r(Iu1Lts which are produced by thie )ropt'ller ntoise(I ttc-

ability p'og ram, several sampl2 cases were prepared. The input data required for
each casc and the resulting printed output obtained are discussed in this section. The

satmpic cases were selected to demonstrate the versatility of the program and its use

ftor" rpresent:ative types of calculation.

Figure 35 is a listing of the input cards for the four sample cases whose computer

Soutipt is presenteId in Figure it;36. The first case demonstrates the use of several

options which would not he employed normally. The input is discussed in the following,,

table.

Card Input

I I Compute at least 2, but no more than 4 harmonics.
t'i-'d point locntions are punched in angle-distance coordinates.

M:tximum printing option selected.
4 field points at 105V and 1200 and distances of 75 and 150 ft.

15 Thickness noise doublet strength proportionality factors are

loaded.

23 One performance condition, static.

21 SlIP input.

26 One propeller.
Vortex noise option 1.
Daytime jungle aural detectability option 2.
Read propeller loading data after card 30.
Use near-field harmonic noise option.
Read atmospheric sound absorption coefficients from, cards 28,

29 and 30.
Tc calculate broad-band noise use force factor of 8.0. frequency

factor of 0.6. and a Reynold's number exponent of -L.

27 Add an empirical correction of 3 dB to the harmonic noise

levels.

The second sample case, for which the input cards are listed in Figure 35, is for

a different propeller configuration so that new cards .1 to 12 are required. Other
features of the input are discussed in the folloving table:
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(', rd Input

1-1 C(nimpiIt e at Ie.ast 1. but no more than 5 harmonics.
Field p•int locations punched in X-Y coordinates,
I'hrce field points located at X - -300, 0 and -300 ft and Y

1500 f(.

15 Use area formula for thickness noise doublet strv,,Lt! p1'OpoIlr-
I ionalitv factors.

26 Two propellers.
Vortex noise option 3.
Nighttime jungle aural detectability option 1.
Use propeller performance program values.
Use far-field harmonic noise option,

Calculate atmospheric sound absorption coefficients for 80%
relative humidity and 90 0 F.

27 Calculate harmonic rotational noise with no empirical adjust-
ment of the fundamental and a -6 dB rolloff. That is, each
harmonic SPL is 6 dB less than the SPL of the next lower
harmonic. Include a harmonic loading of 0.215/X1. 4 3 in
calkulating the fl'nar'ental loading noise.

The third sample case illustrates a representative case in which the minimum
altitude a, which the aircraft can fly overhead without the propeller noise being
detectet' is computed. Features of the input for this case are:

Ca rd Input

1.1 Compute no more than 10 harmonics.
Vary X with increments of 150 ft at Y - 1500 ft to find minimum

undetectable altitude.

24 Thrust rather than BHP is read from the preceding card.

S26 One propeller.
Vortex noise option 0. with recommended coefficients.
Program selects near-or far-field option.
Use stored values of atmospheric sound absorption coefficients

for 7011 relative humidity and 77 0 F.

27 D)o not use an empirical increment, rolloff or harmonic loadings
to computle harmonic rotational noise.

As discussedl prey\iousIv. it is not necessary to punch a "0," since i aWank will be
inerpi-t'lted as a zuro. Also, for most cases several input fih ls im, be 1ett blank
becaust' the noise prog ran will replace the zero read by the propeer \ tinte, For
eximpl,, lthe program will change a 0. read as the number of propellurs in coltuninns
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I :- I,, ,I ~rit1 26 1, 1 . Iheirufoitc, 11nIaNy of tHe tiel& IfltiWctd ini earts hid, 16) andl 2',,

,-I -vttyim h 4-:L, : 1 ti N. h loft' 1 hilank withount ellaig'int2ý III( iu~l obtaiuinl from illc
IlkW~t phi' 1111. 1,11 tom-tth httliphi' case' is 11citdiitt't hIt d nitioi~tIatt' Ihis 5iI1-iplihiualiiit1

III MIMiiI C~f I 111i0iitItiig WiliCh, is pIOS~ih Ii it' thk. t t,1(i MICIin'lt( optionlS ;111( illpW~

u Itjj'lti(. i I It." t )'u d. This Aapl orise [ ,in~ 11o samie call ulat i4 l15 as the

hli rd i i ca se.. The only difiterceCQ 15 ill Ibe p rintd ou~tpUt Which is m1-ili niztliZV ill
I hsi kmton iihII)C s~pCease bY punching a ''I.- ill columns 311-36 otf card 1M. A 25 eakti

tollows OILe 27 card because sample case 4 is the last case.

'Ihle tour Sample Case's for which the input cards are listed in Figure 815, were
tin On thle LAC UNIVAC 1108 computer' and they produced the printed output shown-

1wl prinIte'd ou~tputt Of thle propeller noise detectability program follows the output
lift't 01Cs pI 'hu perforance programn and begins with thle heading ''Computerized
Pr-opellcr D)esign Tlechnique Pr-ograin Written by Hamilton Standard Under Contract
No. F:;36 15-70-C- 1583 for Aero Prop. Lab". The next three lines list the 10 thick-
ne'Ss nloiSe Ioublet- strenlgth proportionality factors used and the 20 (only the first 15
Itt, used) parameters read from cards 26 and 27. For the first sam-ple case, the

'i I(i'm1 e data loaded from the 7 cards following card 30 are printed next. Conse-
pitidixl ' vIII iliiiial hiorSepower of 600 shown on the first page of Figure 36 is replaced

byý :I valuec of 650.2 printed on the second page. Any alterations made by the program
1k) tile flntttl1)tVI'S loaded have been made before printing. The, rotational noise option
usedI is shownl by the number in the column headed ''AZ!": a ''0.'' indicates that the
ftr-h ield ;tpproximation is used, a number "1100.'' or larger indicates thal. the near-
lk.'d eACdeuhutiOn is Used, and a ''-I." indicates a specified rolloff loaded from columns
1!o-2. I ,I card 2.7 is used. The first sample case includes extra printing which would

nco nlot'lluiY - ithe required. The vector components of tile loading and thickn~ess noise
pressures are( printed tor' each noise harmonic. After the last set of these pressure
Compon1enlt-S, but before the harmonic noise summation, ten lines of (data relating to
v-ortex noise are' printed if vortex noise option 1 is selected, The columns are, in
Order from the left, an index, radius, blade thickness, blade chord, sectional velocity,
torte per toot radial increment, frequency, and a pararneLier proportional to sound
poweLr.

T'he rest of thle output for the cases in Figure 36 is self explanatory.

Because of the several options available a very large number of combinations are
possible. It is obviously impractical to demonstrate all of these combinations. How-
ever, the eases selected are believed to be representative and to demonstrate the
major optitons available. For production runs to determine the minimum undetectable
flight altItudeI of a propeller, it is recommended that the input be in the form of the
t'ouIthi samIIple CaSe ikl Figure 35. (July oneL change is suggested: harmonic loads
should be included] by punching O.ý(G/nuiiiber of blades ini columns 31-:36 of card 27.
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Tht, pi)I)Vt'peh performance should le computed for a pressure altitude which is the
StIlII of the obst)HVeI" altitude and] the expected minimum undetectable altitude above
I ht' cibi vutO ' •'~"

'l'h t'MInlpuler" outptIMS shown in Figure :36 were obtained from a UINIVAC 1108
(•OtlytiV 'I'hi1 output (f10 another computer-, such as the CDC 6600, will not he identi-

S:Ial to that in F'igurt'e 30 be:cause of differences in word length. However, these
difflrecet4 arte not expected to he significant to the user.
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SE CFION IX

PR()PELLEIR NOISE DETECTABTILITY TREND STUDY

1. INTRODUCTION

'File major purpose of this contract is to develop a computer program which would
predict propeller noise and compare the predicted noise spectrum with an aural
detectability criteria. The program then provides an estimate of the minimum flight.
altitude which would avoid aural detection.

With this propeller noise detectability program available, one can investigate
various propeller configurations and operating conditions to determine combinations
which \\ill permit lower flight altitudes without detection. A study was made of the
effects of several propeller configuration parameters and of tip velocity on minimum
undetectable altitude over a jungle at night. An acceptable propeller configuration
was required to he able to meet the following 4 operating conditions:

Condition Thrust Indicated Airspeed Altitude

1 1600 lb 0 knots 0 ft

2 1300 50 0

8 250 120 10000

. 225 75 1500

Aural detectability was evaluated only at the last condition.

'Fihe results of this study are summarized in Table XVII and Figure 37. The pro-

peller rpm and blade angle are permitted to vary to achieve optimum performance at
each condition. Recommended harmonic loads derived from data required in this
program are included in the calculations.

It should be pointed out here that the harmonic load noise and the broadband noise
predictions used by the propeller noise detectability program involve empirical
coefficients derived from the data obtained for static conditions in this program. The
accuracy of these coefficients has not been established for flight conditions such as
number .4 in the table above. Indeed, the two spectra in Figure 29 suggest that the use
of static data for predicting propeller noise characteristics in flight may lead to sig-
nificant errors in predicted minimum undetectable altitude.
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2. I, i IFFEC' (O)F TIP SPEI:EI)

As Would he expected, the mininlufl undetectable altitude decreases Nvith decreas-
ing I ip speed. Figure 37 shows that the minimum undetectable altitude decreatses
about I1)00 feet for a decrease of 100 fps in tip speed. The minimum tip spevi d is
determined by the ability of the propeller to produce the thrusc of 225 po)unds required
for cLondi(iot ,4. The horsepower is generally a minimum at a tip speed v\'er 200 fps.
Therefore, depending on the tradeoff between range (horsepower) and flight altitude,
the tip speed should be near 200 fps.

: F. FF',lCT OF PROPELLER GEOMETRY

The effects of four geometry parameters on minimum undetectable altitude are

shown in Figure 37. The top left sketch in the figure shows that increasing propeller
diameter from 8 feet. to 11.25 feet reduces the minimum undetectable altitude slightly
and permits a lower tip speed. The top right sketch shows that increasing activity
factor by increasing the blade chord reduces the altitude. Sketches of the blades are
shown on the left of Figure 38. The bottom left sketch shows that increasing the num-
ber of blades from 4 to 6i increases altitude. This change is due to increased broad-
Iban(d noise. A further increase in altitude is shown if the blade chord is reduced to
maintain total activity factor. On the other hand, if the number of blades is reduced
from 4 to :3 the harmonic loading noise increases considerably and increases the
minimum undetectable altitude, Therefore, 4 blades appears to be the optimum.

The effect of radial distribution of blade chord is shown in the bottom right of
Figure 37. Sketches of the 3 blades are presented on the right of Figure 3S. The
A-shaped blade configuration is quieter than the square- or V-shaped blade configura-
tions but requires slightly more horsepower.

The last two lines of Table XVII are for two of the propeller configurations tested
(hiring the experimental phase of this contract. A study of the test data shows that
the broad-band noise in the 250-1000 Hz range is 3.4 dB less from the new wide
17X-4;64 blades than from the narrower 47X-451 blades. The predicted reduction in
minimum undetectable altitude shown in Table XVII is 147o. It is not known how much
ot the measured reduction in broad-band noise is due to the change in airfoil family
fro1 NACA 64A to 66A and how much is due to the change in planform. The computer
program evaluates only the latter change. However, it is encouraging that the
,17X-.I(;.l blades, which were designed to be quieter, are measured to I)e (luieter.
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.1. ()OI'IMjTM P1(OPELLEI DESIGN

'I'he tr ends discussed( in the two prece.?dlng sections may serve as a guide to
designing a quiet propeller:

•a,. The propelleri must be large enough (diameter, blade activity factor, number

of blades) Ito achieve all required operating conditions.

1). The 1lagest diameter evaluated is least detectable.

c. Detectability is reduced by increased blade activity factor (or chord). H1ow-

ever the weight increases with diameter and activity factor and, therefore, a complete

mission trade-off study is required to select an optimum propeller ý.onfiguration.

Of course -advanced technology composite blades allow larger diameter designs to m

usCd withou! undue weight penalty.

d. The tip speed in the quiet mode, condition 4, should be a minimum consistent

with achieving the required thrust. A trade-off study to consider the increased horse-

power required at low tip speeds may be required to select an optimum tip speed.

A.lso, a thrust margin is required for flight safety reasons.

e. Four blades seems to be optimum. More blades increase detectability of

hroad-band noise and fewer blades increase detectability of harmonic noise.

f. The blade chord should decrease towards the tip. Probably a rounded tip is

better than the "A" shape shown in Figure 38.
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SE CTION X

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclu.ions were derived from the analytical and experimental

study described in this report.

1. The propeller noise levels measured during static tests conducted in this
study are predicted within acceptable accuracy by the propeller noise detectability
computer program using an experimentally-derived correlation of unsteady blade
loads and the vortex noise strip-integration procedure developed in this study.

2. The presence of a narrow-band random noise source has been revealed by a
detailed evaluation of the static test noise data. This noise appears as broad peaks at.
harmonics of the blade-passing frequency and is not explained by current propeller

noise theories.

:1. Although no suitable low-tip-speed propeller data was available during this
study to show the effect of forward speed on propeller noise, data from a moderately-
iow-tip--speed propeller show a significant reduction in mid-frequency harmonic
noise and in high-frequency broad-band noise in forward flight compared to static
oporation. Therefore, the ability of the propeller noise detectability program to pJe-
diet ,loise spectra of a flving quiet aircraft with a low-tip-speed propeller requires
fu r the r investigation.

.1. A trend study using the propeller noise detectability program developed in
this study shows that for minimum detectability, a propeller must a) operate at the
lowest practicable tip speed, b) have a wide blade chord, c) have a larger diameter

tutn required for performance, and d) have three to five blades. A reduction in
broad-band noise due to an increase in blade chord predicted by the new vortex noise

proccdure was confirmed experimentally, A theoretical study of the effect of airfoil
shape indicates that little change in vortex noise should be expected for different
airfoils with good aerodynamic performance.

I
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SE1CTI(ON XI

RE COMM E NDATION S

As a result of the study reported here, the following recommendations are made:

1. The effect of forward flight on low-tip-speed propeller noise and on the
correlations between measurements and predictions by the propeller noise detecta-
hility program should he investigated.

2. Further analytical and experimeital studies should be undertaken to define
the sources of the propeller noise observed in this study and to develop the computer
program to establish correlation with measured flight data.
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APPENDIX I

0I): RIVATIONS OF EQUATIONS FOR hIARMONIC ROTATIONA L NOISE

Kemp and Arnoldi(18) derive and present equations for the near-field pro-
Ieller harmonic loading sound pressure. In these equations (numbers 10 to 13 in

IRef. 18) all (disttnces are nondimensionalized by dividing by the propeller tip rad-
ius D)/2. Equation (3) in this report is obtained by substituting Equations (12) and
(13) into Equation (10) and by adding Equations (10a) and (10b) together. Also, the
following replacements are made because of changes in nomenclature:

1. Replace Rt by D/2, s by 2S/1), x by 2X/D, 0 by 0 ,
d3AMt (Mx+s)/g 2 by ka , and mBMt/# 2 by kD/2(1-M 2 ).

2. The local blade chord (A in Ref. 18) is replaced by the projection.of the
chord onto the propeller plane, b cos 0 in the nomenclature of this report.
Therefore, replace a by 1) cos 0/2r.

I I

3. The derivatives of the two force coefficients, CT and CF, in Ref. 18 are
rel)laccd by (D/2)d(CT/dr and by (D/2 Ir r)dCp/dr, respectively. The thrust
coefficient CT in Ref. 18 (see Equation (5)) and in this report have the same
definition and the power coefficient Cp = 27rrCF/D.

Alternatively, Equation (3) may be derived from Equations (21) and (23) of
Ref. 17 by replacing 0 2 bN. 1-M 2 , 0 by 0, T and Q by corresponding terms involv-
ing the coefficients CT and Cp, respectively and by noting that because of symmetry
S(-) -= S (0) and, therefore,

ft(s)eiiB 0 d 0 2/ff(S) cos mB 0 do
t) 0

Equation (4) for thickness noise in this report is derived from Arnohti's(23)

Equations; (1) and (2). The parameters defined by his Equation (2) are substituted
into Equation (1). These two equations are added together and multiplied by the
factor e-imfl nt. The resulting equation for Pm is rearranged, 0 is replaced by
0, f2 is replaced by (1-M 2 ), (Mx+S)/0 2 is replaced by o, and mBMTr/R is re-
placed by k to derive Equation (4) in this report.

Equation (5) for the far-field loading noise may be derived from Equation (3)
by a similar process to that used by Kemp and Arnoldi( 1 8 ) to derive their Equa-
tion (10) from their Equation (6). In doing this, a phase term imB+1 is ignored
beeause •bsolute phase is not important. Terms of order 1/s 2 are neglected
relative to terms of order 1i/s, the substitutions listed above in connection with
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Hic deLIi\:Itilou of 1,nqu;ltin (3) are made, '111(l s( is replaced b'y ZSo/D. Also the
Bcssl fuoction111B i- replaced by the et ruis iinsid, the 1 . bra ,kets of Equation
(7) of this report , whteIh is a corecoted versitn of the ItUatio, 6orivcd by
A rohldiC"'•).

Iý:quatioii ((;) for the far-field thickness noise is derived from E'quationi (15) in
Ref. (:3S) 1) 'vtadding a factor e-inlWtI replacing •by mi 2 B and P'l by (1-M2 )-.
.\s foir Equation (5), the JniB term is replaced by the terms in the[ ] brackets.
Niimerical calculations show that the relative phase between the loading and thick-
ness noise sound pressures is the same for the far-field and near-field equations.

Equation (8) is obtained from Equation (36) of Ref. 20, Equation (2) of Ref. 21
or Equation (10) of Ref. 22 by eliminating the radial load terms aXC and bX C
which are small for propellers, replacing n by mB, replacing a 0 by a, replacing
VIautd r by d, replacing aXD by a)>Q/r, and by replacing bXD by bXQ/r.

!;quat•on (9) is de-rived from Equation (8) by ignoring all terms with JmB+ X,
which is small relative to JinB- X , as a factor, replacing ia),T - b XT by TX and
rep)lacing iW ,( - bQ by Q \ because of the assumption of random phasing, and
substituting So for d.
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APPENDIX II

A ,''ITKNA'T'E N METHOI) FOR CALCUATING UNCORRECTED) )ETFCTION RANGE,

INTRU)I)CTION

Th'le received noise from an aircraft during flyover is from multiple sources and
is nou-stationary and random in character. The magnitude and apparent frequency
associated with each source continually changes as the aircraft approaches and passes
a, microphone making the separation of pure tone and broadband noise very difficult if
not impossible.

AAn approach for determining the detection range from sailplane flyover measure-

ments has been applied in Ref. 29. These results are discussed below and are fol-
lowed by step by step procedures for obtaining the uncorrected detection range using
only a pure tone detection spectrum for the case where flyover data are used and for
the case where predicted noise spectra are used.

AURAL D)ETECTION OF SAILPLANEt

Reference 29 reports the results of measurements of the noise radiated from
three sailplanes. The reported results are in the form of overall sound pressure lev-
els and one-third octave band spectra obtained from a microphone located five feet
above the ground and directly under the sailplanes as they passed overhead. Measure-
merts are reported from each of the sailplanes flying at various altitudes and speeds.

Also included in the report are the results from a subjective determination of the
altitude at which two of the sailplanes could just be heard. One of the sailplanes, the
Schweizer 2-33 was aurally detected by four observers at approximately 2000 feet
altitude and S0 degrees chlvationv while flying at 50 miles per hour. The other sail.-
plane, the Libelle, was ai rally detected by three observers at approximately 2600 feet
1altitude and S0 degrees ehl ;ation while flying at 69 miles per hour. The aural detee-
tion range was also predicted from noise measurements of the sailplanes flying over-
head. 'lTe predicted aural detection range, corrected for atmospheric absorption,
was 1300 feet for the Schweizer 2-33 and 2100 feet for the Libelle.

These predicted ranges were obtained by comparing the spectrum level of the
received noise to an aural detection spectrum for pure tones. The values for the
spcctrum levels were determined using a Hewlett-Packard 5450 Fourier Analyzer

with an equivalent 50 millisecond averaging time. This averaging time is within the
range of 20 to 250 milliseconds given for the integration time constant of the ear as
reIp)rted in Ref. 39. The spectrum levels were arrived at by decreasing the bandwidth

okes not include the effect of atmospheric absorption
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of the analV"is until the level riemamined constant. This pr, educe resulted in levels
which were i) to I" dB greater than the constant, energy pectrin level obtained from

S11 1II SPL1 / 3 - 10 log Af (dB) (51)

where, PI'S Constant enerpZ spectrum level, (dI3)

/3 1/3 octave band level, (dB)

Alf Bandwidth of 1/3 octave band, (Hz)

From the results of the sailplane measurements it appears that the ear responds
to rapid changes in amplitude and frequency and a detailed spectral analysis of the
received noise is required in order to determine the aural detection range of an air-
craft. This analysis should be conducted with an averaging time in the range of the
ea r's integration time constant. When equipment is not available to conduct narrow
hand analysis, the sailplane results indicate that the spectrum level from those portions
of the spectrum where pure tones do not dominate may be obtained from

SIis11 % SPL 1 / 3 - 10 log Af + 10 (dB) (52)
Ti'hese results have led to the following procedures for obtaining the uncorrected

detection range from measured flyover data and from predicted noise spectra.

IINCORRECTED DETECTION RANGE FROM MEASURED FLYOVER NOISE

The following procedures are given for determining the uncorrected detection
range of an aircraft flying directly over a microphone whose output is tape recorded.
Also inclu(dIed in Figure 39 is an example taken from Ref. 29 where these procedures
were followed.

1. l'rom the hearing threshold and ambient noise measurements made at the test
site, determine the pure tone detection spectrum as shown in Section 11. An example
is plotted in Figure 39.

2. Determine the maximum sound pressure level which occurs in each one-third
octave band during the flyover. An alternate approach is to determine the one-third
octave spectra when tbe signal has reached its maximum overall value. The time
constant (averaging time) used in the data reduction should not exceed 0.3 seconds. An
example one-third octave band spectrum is shown in Figure 39.

3. D)etermine the maximum difference between the one-third octave band spectrum
and the detection level spectrum and note the frequency band at which this occurs. In
the examaple in lF'igure 39 this difference is 30.5 dB and occurs in the one-third octave
band centered at 315 lHz.
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. C'olducti :I narrow band anal.\lsis ove r ;j fruquenv,, ramit: i~icluding this one-third
octavv h:1in. 'l e :iverging time for this analysis should not exceed 0. 1 seconds. This
:tnalysis should he repeated with narrower bandwidths until the peak spectrum level
remains essentiallA constant. Note this spectrum level and the frequency at which it
occurs. I)etermine the difference bettween this level and the detection level spectrum.
in Figure 39 this spectrum level is 37 dB at 285 1'7 resulting in a difference of 20.5

dlB.

5. In the event that the received signal is not dominated by pure tones (which
should appear in step 2) the spectrum level may be determined by substituting the level
of the one-third octave band noted in step 3 in Equation (52).

SPiLSI, 8P 1 / 3 - 10 log Af + 10

This level is applied at the center frequency of the one-third octave band and the
difference between this level and the detection level spectrum is noted. In Figure 39
this level is 38 d(l at 315 lIz resulting in a difference of 22 dB.

tG. The uncorrected detection range is then determined from

:10 log !u l SpILSL (f) - 1Ld (f) (dB) (53)

where, BU 1tncorrected detection range, (ft)

Ro - Aircraft altitude above microphone, (ft)

SPLS, (If) Spectrum level of received signal

from step 4 or step 5, (dB)

I ( (f) Pure tone detection level from step 1, (dB)

[lie differences in Figure 39 found from step 4 and step 5 resulted in uncorrected
detected ranges of 1340 and 1585 feet respectively.

Note that this detection range does not include corrections for atmospheric and
terrain attenuation effects.

UtN(O)Illl.;CTiE) DETECTION RANGE FROM PREDICTED AIRCRAFT NOISE

The following procedares are given for determining the uncorrected detection
range from predictions of aircraft noise.

1. For a given ambient noise environment, determine the pure tone detection
level curve as shown in Section II.
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2. I)et'rmine the power level and frequency of the fundamental and several of
its harmonics for each purv tone noise source, using appropriate prediction methods.

3. 1)etcrmine the power level and 1/3 - octave band spectrum of all broad-band
noise sources associated with the aircraft configuration using appropriate prediction
methods,

-1. Obtain the combined 1/3 - octave band power level spectrum for all broad-
hand noise sources.

5. D)etermine the approximate power spectrum level of the combined broad-
band noise sources by use of the following expression;

PWIMLS, PWL'I/3Oct - 19Af + 10 (dB) (54)

where, PWLsLSL Power spectrum level, (dB)

PWL1/3Oct = 1/3 - Octave band PWL, (dB)

Af = Bandwidth of the 1/3 - Octave band, (Hz)

6. Compare the power level of all pure tones and the power spectrum level of
all broad-band noise sources with the pure tone detection level spectrum. Determine
the maximum difference between the power level or power spectrum level and the
detection level spectrum, and note the frequency at which this occurs.

7. The uncorrected detection range is then determined from

20 log Ru z PWL (f) - Ld (f) (dB) (55)

whe re, RIII, Uncorrected detection ranges, (ft)

PWL (f) = Power level or power spectimm level at point
of maximum difference from step 6, (dB)

L(I (f) = Pure tone detection level at point of maximum
difference from step 6, (dB).
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